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HELP MAKE THE CENTENNIAL A TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS! BY MATTHEW SHILVOCK
Help San Francisco Opera carry forward our legacy of bold, transformative art by making an extraordinary gift in support of the Centennial Season.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF ALL EXISTING OPERAS: CREATING DIE FRAU OHNE SCHATTEN
BY LARRY WOLFF
Composer Richard Strauss’ collaboration with the writer Hugo von Hofmannsthal on Die Frau ohne Schatten occurred against the backdrop of World War I. But the opera’s redemptive faith in future generations was received with renewed appreciation by the postwar public at its premiere in 1919.

NOW AND THEN: DAVID HOCKNEY ON CREATING THE WORLD OF DIE FRAU OHNE SCHATTEN
James Farber chats with world-renowned artist David Hockney about the power of combining color and music, form and space, in creating the stunning, kaleidoscopic set of Strauss’ Die Frau ohne Schatten.
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One smart, professional and dynamic family team with one singular goal: your real estate success.

2734 Buchanan Street | $7,500,000
Elegant view home in prime Pacific Heights. Bay and Golden Gate Bridge views from the main living level. Upstairs, a primary bedroom suite plus 2 ensuite bedrooms and a library. Downstairs, a separate guest suite/loft-style 1-bedroom unit. Stylishly remodeled with designer finishes throughout. Level yard, 2 car side by side garage, and elevator, in a wonderful location.

139 Cherry Street | Price Upon Request
Stylish Edwardian in Presidio Heights! Just completed a gorgeous designer remodel. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, a fabulous open kitchen/family room, an office, deck, and a lovely garden patio. Exquisite finishes throughout. 2 car garage and additional expansion potential, just blocks from the Presidio and Sacramento St.

2912 Fillmore Street | $1,750,000
Top floor condominium 1.5 blocks from Union St! 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms (one ensuite) and a gourmet kitchen open to the dining and living areas with Bay views. Lovely period details, high ceilings, hardwood floors, and a wood-burning fireplace. In-unit laundry. Common roof deck with sweeping Golden Gate Bridge & Bay views.

To learn more about these listings, visit www.teamhatvany.com

TEAM HATVANY
#1 Team in San Francisco 2017-2022!* 415.710.6462 | Team@teamhatvany.com TeamHatvany.com | @hatvanyrealestate DRE # 01152226 | 01484878 | 01928433 | 02016667

*Per Wall Street Journal Real Trends, #1 in Sales Volume across all brokerages

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01527235. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
Welcome to the summer season of San Francisco Opera’s centennial year! We’re thrilled to be celebrating our 100th birthday with a season of premieres and exciting new productions that showcase the extraordinary artistry of this Company. Opera is a uniquely compelling, entertaining, and emotionally thrilling art form, and our mission is to make every performance in the War Memorial Opera House an event that will touch you deeply and that you’ll remember for years to come.

This summer we continue our centennial celebration with three very different operas exploring varied stories, in addition to our star-studded 100th Anniversary Concert on June 16. We present a fascinating new perspective on Puccini’s Madame Butterfly, a journey to the fairy-tale world of Strauss’ Die Frau ohne Schatten for the first time in 34 years, and a beautiful new work exploring the relationship between Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera by Bay Area composer Gabriela Lena Frank.

Thank you for all you do to make this level of bold creativity and artistic excellence possible. If you are inspired to make a special centennial gift in support of this season, we encourage you to read more from our general director, Matthew Shilvock, on page 62. Your support is greatly needed and appreciated. Thank you for being a part of something quite extraordinary, and we hope you enjoy this magnificent season!

Sincerely,

John A. Gunn
Chairman of the Board
San Francisco Opera Association

Keith B. Geeslin
President
San Francisco Opera Association

PS. From Keith Geeslin

This is my last season as President of the San Francisco Opera Association. I have been privileged to serve in this role for a decade, through times of great challenge and great artistic triumphs. Our spectacular Centennial Season requires an immense investment of time, talent, and resources, and your dedication and support make it possible. The Opera couldn’t have weathered the pandemic, and certainly wouldn’t be approaching the future so optimistically, without our steadfast community of devoted opera lovers. It’s wonderful to be sharing the power of live musical experiences together again and to witness this community’s passion for San Francisco Opera, a company which means so much to me. Thank you!
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Out With The Old & In With The New...
IT’S TIME TO SHAKE UP YOUR REAL ESTATE!

TEAM WAKELIN
With over 30 years of real estate experience, which includes development, construction, marketing, and sales, Team Wakelin’s local knowledge and transactional expertise is second to none. Whether buying or selling, this is the #1 team to represent, counsel, and guide you to success.

Contact us Today!
Kevin Wakelin
415.298.4142
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Once again, the unprecedented generosity of Cynthia and John Gunn has set the stage for a dazzling season at San Francisco Opera. Since 2002, when John joined the Opera Board, the couple has underwritten numerous productions and provided exceptional support for many of the Company’s innovative endeavors. In September 2008, the Gunns made a historic commitment—believed to be the largest gift ever made by individuals to an American opera company—to help fund the signature projects of then-General Director David Gockley, including new operas and productions, multimedia projects, and outreach programs, and they have proudly continued that support for General Director Matthew Shilvock. This season, the Gunns’ inspired generosity is helping make possible four productions—Antony and Cleopatra, Eugene Onegin, La Traviata, and El último sueño de Frida y Diego. The Gunns invite everyone to give and join them as a member of San Francisco Opera’s donor community. John comments, “Opera is a dynamic art form, and all of us play a role in keeping it a meaningful part of our social fabric. With you we can propel San Francisco Opera into its next 100 years of artistic history.” John is the former chairman and CEO of Dodge & Cox Investment Managers. He joined the firm in 1972, the year he received his MBA from Stanford Business School and married Cynthia, who graduated from Stanford with an A.B. in political science in 1970. Early in her career, Cynthia was the editor and director of The Portable Stanford book series for ten years. She edited twenty-eight books by Stanford professors on a vast array of topics, including Economic Policy Beyond the Headlines by George Shultz and Ken Dam. In addition to their support of San Francisco Opera, the Gunns are active members of the community. John is a former trustee of Stanford University and is Chairman Emeritus of the Advisory Board for the Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research. Cynthia currently serves as a trustee of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, is a former overseer of Stanford’s Hoover Institution, and has been a member of the advisory board of Family and Children Services and the board of the Lucile Packard Foundation for Children’s Health. Opera lovers are grateful to Cynthia and John and applaud their commitment to keeping San Francisco Opera a leading-edge company.
Pelléas et Mélisande

MUSIC
Claude Debussy

LIBRETTO
Claude Debussy adapted from the play by Maurice Maeterlinck

DIRECTED BY
Netia Jones

8:30 pm
July 15, 19, 28
8 pm
August 3, 9, 18

For tickets and more information visit santafeopera.org or call 505-986-5900

#OpenAirOpera

Pelléas et Mélisande Illustration by Benedetta Cristofani
Donor Spotlight

Barbara A. Wolfe (Production Sponsor, Die Frau ohne Schatten)
Barbara Wolfe has been a longtime opera fan and supporter of San Francisco Opera. Works of Mozart and Wagner, and operas in the classical Italian tradition are particular favorites. Most recently, Barbara supported the Company’s new productions of La Traviata, Don Giovanni, and Tosca as well as the 2018 Ring cycle. With her late husband Tom, Barbara also sponsored Tamahäuser, Tristan und Isolde, The Magic Flute, Mefistofele, Norma, and Don Carlo. Barbara serves on the boards of the San Francisco Opera Association and San Francisco SPCA and was a longtime trustee at Mills College. She has supported educational programs and scholarships at several primary and secondary schools, graduate scholarship and fellowship programs at UCSF Foundation, and the Achievement Rewards for College Scientists program in Northern California. Barbara is also a supporter of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, as well as numerous humanitarian and animal welfare organizations.

Jerome L. & Thao N. Dodson (Production Sponsor, Die Frau ohne Schatten and Madame Butterfly)
“Hi-Yo, Silver!”
Those words, accompanied by the galloping excitement of Rossini’s William Tell Overture, transfix a young Jerry Dodson as he listened to The Lone Ranger on the family radio in Oak Park, Illinois. Just as Bugs Bunny’s Rabbit of Seville had done for many, a lighthearted entertainment sparked a future operatic devotion.
That little boy grew up to attend Berkeley in the 60s, serve with the Foreign Office in Vietnam where he and Thao met, and attend Harvard Business School. Eventually, the couple married, settled in the Bay Area, and raised a family. In the 1980s, Jerry was a pioneer in the field of socially responsible investing with little interest in opera. But in 1992, when San Francisco Opera decided to celebrate Rossini’s bicentennial with the rarely performed Guillaume Tell, Thao, already an opera lover, suggested to Jerry that they go.
Tell was praised for its striking Mansouri production, and the Dodsons began attending regularly. They became season ticket holders in 1999 and supporters, “in a small way,” as Jerry puts it. A friendship with David Gockley, which endures to this day, led to a larger role as Company Sponsors. “I so admired what he did for the opera, but it was not very good for my pocketbook,” Jerry laughs. Jerry also lends his financial expertise to the audit committee.
In 2016, Dodson considered the import of Gockley’s departure. He met with Matthew Shilvock and joined the Board that year. “We hit it off right away!” Jerry says. He felt a similar affinity with Keith Geeslin, President of the San Francisco Opera Association. Eager to continue support, the Dodsons see the Centennial Season as a perfect time to revitalize and energize the Company within the San Francisco community. The initial fire ignited by William Tell continues to burn brightly.

Bob Ellis (Production Sponsor, El último sueño de Frida y Diego)
Bob has been a longtime supporter of contemporary opera since he became a member of the board of directors in 2001. He has supported all of John Adams’ new productions for San Francisco Opera, beginning with the commission of Doctor Atomic in 2005 and continuing with Girls of the Golden West in 2017 and, and this past fall’s Antony and Cleopatra. Along with Gabriela Lena Frank’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego, other production sponsorships have included Douglas Moore’s The Ballad of Baby Doe, Olivier Messiaen’s Saint François d’Assise, and the 2011 premiere of Francesca Zambello’s production of Wagner’s Ring cycle. He has also served on the boards of Opera Parallèle, OPERA America, and Central City Opera.
Donor Spotlight

Louise Gund (Production Sponsor, Die Frau ohne Schatten)
Louise Gund has a lifelong passion for the arts and is both a photographer and a theatrical producer. She has produced twelve Broadway plays and musicals, winning a Tony Award and Drama Desk Award for All the Way, and receiving three additional Tony Award nominations. A subscriber to San Francisco Opera since 2010, Louise has served on the Opera’s board of directors since 2013. She has also served on the boards of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Cal Performances, Earthjustice, and the Berkeley Community Chorus and Orchestra. In addition to her major support of these organizations, she is an environmental activist and a staunch advocate on behalf of women’s and children’s issues. She was awarded the San Francisco Opera Spirit of the Opera Award in 2019 for devoted service to the Company, and was the inspiration behind the Opera’s Producers Circle. Louise is passionate about enabling creativity to flourish, telling stories of meaning, and ensuring a vibrant future for the arts.

Burgess & Elizabeth Jamieson (Production Sponsor, Madame Butterfly)
Libby and Burgess Jamieson have made an extraordinary commitment to San Francisco Opera for more than three decades by supporting traditional classical productions. Their ongoing generosity has ensured an enduring place on the War Memorial Opera House stage for such applauded and memorable works as Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Il Trittico, La Bohème, Madame Butterfly, Turandot, Tosca, and La Traviata. They consider their sustained support of the arts, and especially of San Francisco Opera, as a means of preserving important cultural links for future generations. “Libby and I believe in the enduring love of great works appealing to seasoned and new audiences alike and which attract the next generation of opera lovers,” Burgess says. “We are so pleased to play a role in bringing Madame Butterfly to the stage. We have a special fondness for supporting Puccini operas and look forward to this grand production, especially as it features Music Director Eun Sun Kim, who will conduct such outstanding artists as Karah Son, making her Company debut, and Michael Fabiano.” With more than 45 years of experience in private and public investment management, Burgess is active on the San Francisco Opera’s Board of Directors and its investment committee.

Koret Foundation (Production Sponsor, El último sueño de Frida y Diego)
San Francisco Opera is deeply grateful to Koret Foundation for its support of El último sueño de Frida y Diego. This funding is part of the Foundation’s generous three-year grant in support of new works in this Centennial Season and beyond. “Koret is pleased to celebrate San Francisco Opera’s Centennial Season with this exciting new work and looks forward to more opportunities to bring new voices and stories to the opera stage,” says Jeffrey A. Farber, Koret Foundation CEO. Koret has been a longtime supporter of San Francisco Opera’s transformational stage productions, as well as education and community programs. Most recently, Koret supported the reopening of the Opera House after the pandemic with a generous grant in support of Beethoven’s Fidelio in 2021. “We are honored by Koret’s longstanding partnership which helps us bring the best quality opera to the broadest audiences in ways that are reflective of and relevant to our community,” says General Director Matthew Shilvock.
Donor Spotlight

Bernard & Barbro Osher (Production Sponsor, Die Frau ohne Schatten)
A native of Maine, Bernard Osher became involved with San Francisco Opera as a subscriber over 50 years ago, shortly after moving here from New York. He and his wife, Barbro, a native of Sweden, have supported every aspect of the Company’s work, from artist appearances to production facilities to audience building programs. Established in 1977, The Bernard Osher Foundation has funded virtually every major arts organization in the area, including youth programs. Higher education initiatives include scholarships for community college students in California and Maine and for baccalaureate students at universities in every state and the District of Columbia; Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes, serving adults on 125 campuses nationwide; and Osher Centers for Integrative Health at ten of the nation’s leading medical schools and at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. Bernard is a longstanding member of the Opera’s Board of Directors, serving on the Chairman’s Council. Barbro is Honorary Consul General of Sweden for California and serves as Chairman of the Board of the Osher Foundation. Together they recently established the Osher Audience of the Future Fund, which gives San Francisco Opera an incredible resource to connect art and audiences together in new ways, ensuring that the Osher Theatre (War Memorial auditorium) remains a vibrant, energized, and full-to-the-rafters building in which to experience transformational opera.

Denise Littlefield Sobel (Production Sponsor, El último sueño de Frida y Diego)
Denise Littlefield Sobel is a philanthropist with a longstanding interest in the visual and supporting arts. She is at the forefront of several initiatives to promote diversity within the arts, and serves on several diversity committees for various nonprofits. Supporting DEI at San Francisco Opera has been a particular passion. When Matthew Shilvock first told Denise that SF Opera was commissioning El Sueño di Frida y Diego, its first opera in Spanish, she eagerly offered her support. In addition to supporting San Francisco Opera, she is an active supporter of numerous cultural institutions around the world, including several museums, such as The Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, SFMoMA, the National Museum of Women in the Arts, the Musée d’Orsay in Paris. She is Chair of the Board of Trustees at the Clark Art Institute in Williamstown, MA. A passionate advocate for diversity in dance and choreography, she supports a wide range of companies, including Alvin Ailey, ABT, Fall for Dance at NY City Center, Jacob's Pillow, the Joffrey, Joyce, Kyle Abraham’s A.I.M., and, of course, the San Francisco Ballet. At the Paris Opera and Ballet, she continues to promote the expansion of a health center for dancers. In 2019, the French government presented Sobel with the country’s highest civilian honor, naming her a Chevalier of the Légion d’honneur, in recognition of her extraordinary contributions to French culture. In 2013, Sobel created the Tikkim Olam Foundation, Inc. where she serves as President, focusing on women's health, gender justice, and reproductive rights. A native of San Francisco and a resident of New York City, Sobel is active in several charities in both cities and has served on other nonprofit boards, including the American Red Cross of Greater New York, which honored her with the 2022 Humanitarian Award, Congregation Rodeph Sholom, and Chicago’s Auditorium Theatre, where she has been honored for her ongoing support of dance programs and historic preservation. The youngest child of Edmund Wattis Littlefield and Jeannik Méquet Littlefield, she continues her parents’ wonderful legacy of support of San Francisco Opera through her own philanthropy, and management of the Edmund W. and Jeannik Méquet Littlefield Endowment Fund, which provides a permanent and unrestricted source of income for the Company. In 2021, she and her brother, Ed Littlefield, Jr., received the Crescendo Award, bestowed by the San Francisco Opera Guild, for their family’s half-century support of San Francisco Opera.
SHOW OFF YOUR PERSONAL STYLE.

Pursue your passions and live life to the fullest in the company of friends. Rediscover yourself at **St. Paul’s Towers**, an engaging Life Plan Community in the Adams Point neighborhood, just steps from Lake Merritt. Schedule your visit today!

**Independent Living**  |  **Assisted Living**  |  **Memory Care**  |  **Skilled Nursing**

---

St. Paul’s Towers  
A FRONT PORCH COMMUNITY

CALL OR VISIT US  
510.891.8542  
stpaulstowers.org

100 Bay Place, Oakland, CA 94610

We’re an equal opportunity housing provider. Lic #011400627 COA #351
Maria Manetti Shrem has enjoyed extraordinary success in business, in particular in the fashion industry, where she played a major role in establishing Gucci as a truly global force. Today, her focus is philanthropy, and she has made no secret of the fact that she and her husband, Jan Shrem, aim to give away the bulk of their wealth in their lifetimes.

“I want to give with my warm hands, not after passing,” Manetti Shrem says. “And we want to inspire other wealthy people to give now. For me, the art of living is the art of giving.” Since the mid-1990s, Manetti Shrem has contributed generously in the San Francisco Bay Area, New York, the U.K., and Italy, where she was born, in Florence.

Maria and Jan have been San Francisco Opera supporters since 1985 and have provided significant support for opera artists through the establishment of four major funds. Through the Great Interpreters of Italian Opera Fund, they support many classic works of the Italian repertoire, including this season’s La Traviata and Madame Butterfly. Through the Conductors Fund, appearances of renowned conductors are assured at San Francisco Opera, this season for Eugene Onegin and Orpheus and Eurydice. Through the Emerging Stars Fund, Jan and Maria help bring some of opera’s most exciting rising talents to the stage. And finally, the Luminaries Concert Fund enables San Francisco Opera to bring legendary artists to the stage for special events and performances.

Maria counts sopranos Renée Fleming and Nadine Sierra, tenor Michael Fabiano, and baritone Lucas Meachem as personal friends and was especially close to Luciano Pavarotti, treating the legendary tenor as family whenever he performed in San Francisco. Beyond their support for education, fine arts, and music, the Manetti Shrems have been generously supporting causes in medical research and science, focusing on communities of need, particularly the elderly and children. A few years ago, the president of Italy bestowed upon Maria Manetti Shrem the title of Grand Officer of the Order of the Star of Italy for her consistent support of cultural collaboration between Italy and the U.S. In June 2022, the Mayor of San Francisco, London Breed, along with the City and the County, proclaimed “June 22 Manetti Shrem Day for Philanthropy.”

In December 2022, she received The Spirit of the Opera award for her devotion to San Francisco Opera, her high level of commitment to advancing the success of the Company and her ongoing support of the art form. She is the 2023 UC Davis Medal recipient for her profound arts legacy and passion for creating opportunities for exploration and education.
San Francisco Opera is honored to recognize donors for their support of Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s *El último sueño de Frida y Diego* and their participation in this special giving circle—*El Círculo de Frida y Diego*. From the names of the levels, to the gift amounts and benefits, each level was created to reflect an important part of the opera and inspire a deeper connection to the work. This community-based effort welcomes new supporters who, together, are helping to bring this work to life. There is still time to join El Círculo by calling (415) 565-3212. Donors will be added to our digital recognition and will receive a special commemorative pin! Please see page 24 for more details. This listing reflects gifts received through May 10, 2023.
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Robert M. Anderson & Kyong Shik Eom
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Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Lin
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Anonymous

**CORAZÓN**
Ms. Donna Batson,
in memory of Katharine Batson
Mr. A. S. Damji
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Mr. & Mrs. Noel Fenton
Dr. Judy C. Miner
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Cheong H. Yong
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**El Círculo de Frida y Diego**

---

**San Francisco Opera Opera Ball**

---

**Secure your place at San Francisco’s biggest night of the year, with proceeds supporting the future of opera and opera education in the Bay Area.**

---

**Tickets on Sale Now at SFOPERA.com/OPERABALL**

---

*Opera Ball is made possible in part by Opening Week Grand Sponsor Diane B. Wilsey.*

---

*With additional concert support by Jan Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem.*

---

*Illustration: Brian Stauffer*
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Daniel Freshett
Mr. Steven W. Frank
Mr. Zephyr Frank
Mr. Lori & Karen Frankel
Jim & Karen Frankett
Elliot & Cynthia Fried
Eileen Friedmann
Ms. Shelley Frisbie
Ms. Gaye Frisby
Marylin G. Garms
Max Gasner
Ms. Kimberly Gates Johnson & Mr. Brian Johnson
Ms. Heide Alcorn
Nathalie Gauque
Gene P. Gibson
Ms. Krista Giovanni
Tiffany Grant
Joyce Glazer
Mr. Steven H. Goldberg.
Mr. Sandee Blechman
Paul Goldstein & Dena Mossar
Ms. Galina Gongom
Mr. Edward C. Gordon
Ms. Barbara Goza
Mr. James Grant
Kenneth Gray,
in memory of Theadora Gray
Mrs. Edith B. Greene
Ms. Deborah A. Greer, in memory of
Ms. Hannah Yang Suk Greer
Dr. Patricia L. Griffin
Mr. Erich Gruen
Al Guido
Brian & Elizabetha Gustafson
Carrie Hager & Richard Ruby
Mr. & Mrs. Sean Hafeez
Dr. Holly & Mr. Randall Haight
Ms. Laila Hafez
Mrs. Deborah Haller
Ernest Hammonds III
Peter & Patricia Hanauer
Mary & Michael Hanemann
Eric & Krista Hanson
Roy Dean Hardy
Mojgan & Farr Hariri
Ms. Anette L. Harris
Mr. Ronald Harrison
Mr. John Harron
Ms. Noosheen Hashemi
Tom Hixon & Kevin Samersto
Ms. Karla Haynes
Lenore Heffernan
Ms. Marties Hensley
Dr. Vincent Hentz
Ms. Joan Herron
Frederic & Sandra Hirschfeld
Linda Hobson
Melvin Hodges
Don Hoffman
Mr. Stephen C. Hoffman
Michael Hofmann
Dr. Lecia Hubinbrook
James B. Florey, M.D.
Mr. Marshall H. Holliom
Ronald Holtz
Richard & Bebe Hoppe
Dr. Michael Horn
Soozann Hosseinyoun
Lola Hottenson
Raymond & Karen Houck
Ms. Sally V. Houston
Ms. Constance Howard
Hansen Hsiung
Hing On Hsu
Mr. & Mrs. Henry P. Huff III
Frank Humblestone
Avery Humphreys
Donald Bruce Hunter
Ms. Carolyn T. Hutton
Mr. Harold M. Isbelle
Ms. Alexander Jackle
Mr. & Mrs. Kambiz Jalali
Ms. Hermia James
Mr. & Mrs. Claude Jarman, Jr.
Glenn Jarvis
Marie Rose P. Javier
Jeraldine Johnson
Harvey L. Jones
Andrea G. Julian
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel F. Kahler
Ms. Susan Kaplan
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Kallien
Mr. Michael J. Katynynuk
Bennett R. & Suzi’ Katz
Sy Kaufman & Kerstin Edgerton
Colleen Kavanagh
Dr. Yeldia Kaya
John Keeley
Helen Keeney
Mr. Chenghung Ker
Selin Khayatay
Scott & Jon Kriner
Mr. Michael Kim
Mr. Robert Kinosian
Varvara Kirchner
Ms. Juantia Kisor
Elise Krittle
Daniel & Susan Kocher
Diana Koin Oke
Ms. Yashomati Koul
Nancy Ann Kraus
Ms. Caroline Krehmosskap
Charles Krehmoss & Frederic Saunders
Mr. David Kroogmann
Paul & Jackie Kucinski
Kenneth & Monica Kulander
Ms. Silvia Kuzmicz
Mr. & Mrs. James Milner
Suzanne & Larry Miller
Somara Miller & Matt Evans
Mr. Ken Mitchell

Ms. Elizabeth Avakian
Mr. * & Mrs. Anthony Arlen
Mrs. Caroline B. Asiano
Mr. John Tuteur
Mr. Earl Turner
Mr. Thomas Tragardh & Ms. Lenda Townsend-Williams
Anthony & Barbara Tonso
Mrs. Katharine Batson
in honor of
Dr. Stephen M. Massa,
Ms. Danielle Rebischung
Mr. Robert W. Rankin
Felice S. Price
Mr. & Mrs. John Tuggle
Ms. Alex Marzano
Mr. Will Simpson
Nolan & Elaine Sigal
Jean Shuler
John Imboden & Dolores Shoback
Mr. Alek Shestakov
Grant & Joni Settlemier
Tom & Robin Selfridge
Ray & Lou Ann Seghesio
Rev. Mr. & Mrs. Warren H. Sandell
Laurie Samitaur Smith
Konstantinos Roussos
Elizabeth B. Ross
Adam Arthur Bier & Rachel Lem

With gratitude, we recognize donors below in bold who have made increased gifts between August 1, 2021 and May 7, 2023 to support our Centennial Season. Listed gifts were received between August 1, 2021 and May 7, 2023. We have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of our donor listings. If we have misspelled or omitted a name, please accept our apology and notify us at (415) 565-3212 so that we may update our records accordingly.
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Barbra & Eric Burman
Ms. Lisa Burkett
Mr. Audrius Budrys
Mr. Robert C. Brandt
Ms. Joan K. Boyd
Patricia J. Boone
Anna & Robert P. Berryman, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Baumann
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Baldocchi
Jacob Angel
Mrs. Theodore W. Anderson
Susann & Marc Allen
Mr. Michael Accurso & Dr. Mary Page Hufty
Ms. Eileen M. Dong
Judith Donahue
Amie Dewane
Ms. Cynthia Deutsch
Pamela
Ms. Ruth Curry
Hugh J. Coughlin
Mary J. Combs
Katie Colendich
Dr. Robert E. Clark
Ms. Janet Chiang
Dr. Lorry & Karen Frankel
Mr. Steven W. Frank
Daniel Frank
Ms. Samia Foster
Russ Fischella
Ellen Finch
Ms. Jennifer Fearon
Holly Farrell
Ms. Elizabeth A. Elliot
Meredith Dunn
Mojgan & Farr Hariri
Mary & Michael Hanemann
Ernest Hammond III
Dr. Holly & Mr. Randall Haight
Catherine Habiger & Richard Ruby
Al Guido
Mr. David Stallwood
Theadora Gray
in memory of
Mrs. Caroline Krauskopf
Daniel & Susan Kocher
Bennett R. & Suzy* Katz
Mr. Michael J. Katyryniuk
Mrs. Susan Kaplan
Mr. Fred Hartwick
Mr. Fred & Sally Lopez
Alan Liss
Ginger Liess
Joan Libman & Jim Coughlin
Ms. Roxanne Leung
Richard* & Patricia Taylor Lee
Dr. Howard Lee
Aiko Lavine
Steve Lavezzoli
Andrew Lan
in honor of
Ms. Heli Roiha & Janet & Michael Rodriguez
Ms. Therissa McKelvey
Marc & Sheila Andrus
in honor of
Vivian Tero
Ms. Susan K. Tanner
Irwin Sugarman
Ms. Terri Stuart
Robert L. Speer & John Wong
Patricia & Fred Smith
Lawrence & Jacqueline Slayen
Ms. Christine W. Silver
Ms. Leslie Siegel
Nolan & Elaine Sigal
Mr. Scott Silvera
Ms. Christine W. Silver
Will Simpson
Gaurav Singh
Poonam Singh
Kittisak Sirirongrach
Lawrence & Jacqueline Slaven
Ms. Louis Sloan, Jr.
Mr. Albert G. Smith
Ms. Andrea B. Smith
Anne Mehrotra Winter
Patrick & Fred Smith
Ms. Joyce T. Smith
Timothy & Ilia Smith
Mary Ann Somerville
Mr. Christopher Sork
Michael & Susan Southworth
Robert L. Speer & John Wong
Ms. Doris Spencer
Kim Splitter & Richard Dulin
Anh Nguyen of Gregg C. Sitter
Mr. William Stanisch & Mr. Jim Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Stengren
Mr. Robert M. Stenberg
Mr. Michael Stevens
Richard W. Stevens
Jacqueline Stewart
Ms. JoAnn Stewart
Mr. John Stocker
Arthur Streit
Blanche German Streeter
Mr. Randall J. Stroress & Ms. Elizabeth Hammond
Ms. Torri Sturtan
Irwin Sugarman
Theresa Sweeney & Jim Blanchard
Ms. Francine Szczepan
Rick & Stephanie Rogers
Ms. Heil Rotha & Ms. Theresa Rhyne
Lynn & Roger Walgen
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Individual Giving continued
INDIVIDUAL GIVING CONTINUED

MEDALLION SOCIETY

$3,000–$4,999
Norm Abramson & David Beery 
Jane & Christopher Adams 
Ami V. Addis & Shannon R. Clawson 
Dr. Leilani Aftonomos 
Mr. Thomas Alfieri 
Alaine Alliphen 
Mr. & Mrs. Jose R. Alonso 
Robert C. Anderson 
Denise Anker 
Arlene Anthony 
Dena Asharian-Williams, in memory of Eleonore Asharian 
Richard J. Axobrod, M.D. 
Zachary Baker 
Eugene & Kathleen Bales 
Ms. Virginia Bambard 
Dr. & Mrs. Barry C. Baron 
Eugene & Kathleen Bales 
Zachary Baker 
Richard J. Axelrod, M.D. 
Arlene Anthony 
Robert C. Anderson 
Dr. Lefkos Aftonomos 
Harriet Meyer Quarré, 
Dix Boring & Marilyn Moore Boring 
Jerry & Linda* Cimmet 
Frederick S. Chung & Kimberly Chun 
Thomas & Virginia Chen 
Park & Joan Chamberlain 
in memory of 
Mr. Harold O. Hughes 
and 
in honor of 
Karen J. Kubin 
Edward & Patricia Hymson 
Bradford L. Humphrey 
Mr. Robert Hultman 
Bronwyn H. Hall 
Kathryn Huber & Larry A. Binkle 
Mr. Robert Hultman 
Bradford L. Humphrey 
Edward & Patricia Hymson 
Mr. Hormir Iraniz & Ms. Anna Yunenura 
Dr. & Mrs. Norman Jacobson 
Ms. Jo Jagoda, 
in honor of Frederica von Stade 
Robin & Virginia Jaquith 
Ms. Mary A. Jennings 
Barbara J. R. Jones 
in memory of 
Mrs. Norma Martinez-Palmer 
in honor of 
Dr. Barry & Simi Chehrazi 
Drs. Devron & Valerie Char 
Jeanne & William Cahill 
Ms. Barbara Brown 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Brenholz 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Barbara Brown 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Antoinette Bui & Joseph Lawrence 
Frances Campra 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss 
Ms. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan 
Chris & Jennifer Brahm 
Mr. Daniel B. Brew 
Ms. Ant.
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Dr. Harvey & Mrs. Deborah Fishman
Sarah W. Freedman
in memory of S. Robert Freedman, MD.
Barbara S. Price
Donald E. & Patricia D. Frischmann
David & Betsy Fryberger
Mr. Richard J. Galbraith
Mr. Sameer K. Gandhi & Ms. Monica Lopez
Candace & Vincent Gaudianni
Douglas Gilmour
Dr. & Mrs. Richard A. Goodman
Robert C. Goodman & John Bankston
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin L. Gordon
Mary W. Graves
Diane Green
Mr. Benjamin Gregorski
Sallie Griffith
Raymond & Amanda Haas
Lyndsey Harrison
Kathleen Hart
Michael & Giltyon Hebel
Miranda Heeter & Mark Salkind
Ralph Hextor & Manfred Kollemeier
Judith & Patrick Hobin
Susan K. Hoeger
Al Hoffman & David Shepherd
Louise Ireland
Mr. & Mrs. Augustus S. Ireland
Mr. & Mrs. Keith Jantzen & Mr. Scott Beth
Dr. & Mrs. Barbara E. Jones, in memory of William E. Jones
Paul S. Jones*
Daniel Kelley
Ms. Kathryn Kenesary
Mehrzad Khajecorani
Victoria Kirby
Ms. Barbara Lafreniere
Melissa & Laurence Laskey
Carol Leitch & Nancie Leitch
Anthony Leunis & Jean Bertand
Ondezia L. & Dr. Saifedd Bousaia
Ms. Nancy Donnelly Lilly
Claude L. Lowen
Dr. Kris Ludwigsen
Jean & Lindsay MacDermid
Ariele & Paul Maier
Gus Gunn & Renae Kirkpatrick
Dr. Pamela Marron
Mrs. Constance Marvin
Robert & Karin May
Mr. Robert E. McCleskey
Marcia McConnell
Ms. Linda M. McKay
A. Kirk McKenzie
Robert Meadows & Dennis Otto
James R. Meehan
Mr. David Mellor
Edith P. Mendez
Karen & Russell Merritt
Diane Campagna Miller
Philipper & Maria Miller
Ann Marie Mix
Mr. James C. Moora
Margaret & Frank Morrow
Heidi Munzinger & John Shott
David & Marilyn Nasatir
Mr. William Nathan
Mark H. Nishaki, MD
Julian T. & Robin M.W. Parer
Lisa S. & Peter S. Park
Berniece & Pat Patterson
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Pelosi
Mrs. Sophie Pericis
Mr. & Mrs. Dale L. Petterson
Carrie Schnab-Pomerantz
Edward & Lynn Poole
Ms. Nora Quattrin
Charles & Patricia Raven
Rebecca Rees-Miller
Linda J. Reiff
Angelle & Michael Rice
Audrey & Paul L. Richards,
in memory of L. Willard Richards and in honor of Ms. Ellen L. Hahn
Zack & Ori Natin
Dr. & Mrs. Roberto P. Rosenkranz
Messrs. Richard R. Rossi & Kimberly Mark Webb
Mrs. Joan Rost
Mr. Charles W. Roth
Dr. Greendyln Rothman
John E. Rudin
Ms. Beth Scandan
Dorothy Schirinke & Cliff Jarred
Sandra Schlesinger
Mr. Daniel Schoenier & Ms. Donna Pittner
Steven E. Schloeder
Neal H. Shorstein, MD
Mr. Daniel K. Slaughter
Prof. & Mrs. Alan Jay Smith
Stephen Smoliar & Linda Dembo
Mrs. Linda Snyder
Gideon & Cheryl Sokolin
Mary Jean Stempfen & James Stricker
Jeffrey L. Stern, M.D.
Dr. Susan K. Stevens
Ms. Barbara Stewart
Nobuyuki & Megumi Sugura
Amy Tan & Louis De Mattei
Mr. Samuel Test
William Leney Thornton & Pasha Dittl Thornton
Dr. Naomi R. Thorpe
Mr. Richard D. Tuck & Mr. Neale A. Graham
Leslie & Judy Vedasch
Micaela van Zwol
Dr. & Mrs. Oskar & Sally Vasicek
Mary & Alysha Verzhbinskii
Dr. Conrad Vial & Catalina Zapata-Vial
Yue Wang
Ms. Victoria Weatherford & Mr. Jordan Gardner
Steven D. Goldby & Anita Weissberg
Carol A. Welz
Mr. Richard P. & Catherine M. West
Bryant Willbur Foundation
Wildcat Cove Foundation
Ronald B. Wilkerson
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Wilson & Dr. Harvey V. Fineberg
Richard & Barbara Odin Foundation
Lilah & Alex Wolf,
in honor of Leslie & George Hurme
Toni Wolfsd & Robert Federighi
Ms. Ellen C. Wong
Ms. Shirley Woo
Russell & Marilyn* Wylie
Ms. Diana Yee
Pierluigi Zappacosta & Enrica D’Ettorre
Stephen & Connie Zilles
Anonymous (10)

MEDALLION SOCIETY BRONZE

$750,000–$9,999
Dr. Afshanek Akhtara
David & Judith Prevens Anderson,
in honor of Lise Deschamps Owstald
Linda S. Barrett
David Bertoni
Donald Blais & Michael McGinley
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Bliss
J. Dennis Bonney
Robert V. Brody & Andrew Jacoby
Frances Campa
Dr. Heidi H. Cary
Pamela Cegész
Ben Choi & Bob Nelson
Melvin & Hella Chettlin
Rudy Clauza & Joseph Lawrence
Charles Connor, M.D.
Mr. Robert D. Cooter
Michael & Jean Coch
Kimberly & Mark Demetro
Mr. & Mrs. Vladimir Emarsko
Pauline Eveillard & Doug Gould

Dr. Bette & James Felton
Barbara B. & Joseph P. Fredrick
K Gabrielsson
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Gillette
Mr. Frederick Grauer
John J. Gray
John F. & Haefner,
in memory of Ms. Betty M. Belkam
Mollie Hedges & Laurel Lembo
Donald & Jacqueline Jacobberger
Mrs. Phyllis J. Lenkenger & David D. Stein
Mr. Sven E. Kjaersgaard
Markos & Elea Tsakopoulos-Kounalakis
Regina Lackner
Sujata Lamot & Scott Sagan
Kurt A. Latta
Mr. Donald R. Leighten & Mr. Hector Yee
Dr. Mary Loo & William Thurstor
Nathaniel M. Lopez
Sylvia & Paul Lorton Jr.
Cheryl Samanthra & Laurence Lyons
Deborah K. Tax CPA, EA
Kenneth M. McNeely
Janet Morris & Frederick Martin*
Donald R. Morrison
Ms. Jeanne E. Newman
Ms. Nancy Pfund & Phil Polakoff, M.D.
Arthur & Keiko Roosa
Dorothy R. Saxe
Gary & Dana Shapiro
Mr. David J. Shimmon
Raj Singh & Renata Anderson
Donald Sobelman & Leilah Woolhime
Ms. Melanie Searie & Mr. Robert F. St. John
Roselyne Chramov Swag
Dr. Catharine van ingen & Dr. W. J. Wilseniek
Mary & Terry Vogt
Bob & Gail Walker
Sharon & Clark Winslow
Lisa Zabelke
Cynthia & Marco Zukina
Anonymous (36)

MEDALLION SOCIETY INTERMEZZO

$10,000–$14,999
Dr. Katherine Adams & Mr. Ralph Adams
Linda & Andrew Ach
Dorit Abba, M.D.
Claire & Greg* Allison
Sig Andermere
Ms. Susan Ann,
in memory of Andrew Streitwieser
Drs. Kjerstin Irja & Benjamin Carl Anderson
Robert M. Anderson & Kyong Shik Eom
James & Cheryl Babcock
Michael F. Barrientos
Frank S. Bayley
James Scott Bays
Joanna Bear
Ms. Brenda Beckett
Patricia & Edwin Berkowitz
Dr. Barbara Lynn Bessey
Ms. Elizabeth F. Birka-White
Athena & Timothy Blackburn
Bill & Alison Boedekmann
Chris & Jennifer Brahms
Mr. Jennifer Braun & Mr. Raymond Ryan
Mr. & Mrs. Jenny Brenholz
Vena Brown
Ms. Barbara Brown
Elissa Buie & Dave YESKE
Jeanne & William Cahill
Lorna Meyer Calas & Dennis Calas
Franz Paw Camuffa
Mr. & Mrs. Lyman H. Casey
Edith & David Cassel
Jeffrey Chambers & Andrea Okamura
Mrs. Devon & Valerie Char
Dr. Barry & Simi Chehrezia
Maureen Clarke
Alice Corning
Shahla Cowan
George & Susan Crow

With gratitude, we recognize donors above in bold who have increased gifts between August 1, 2021 and May 7, 2023 to support our Centennial Season.
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Deborah & Paul Sagues
Sakana Foundation, in honor of Keith Geeslin
Fellow R. Santiago & Barry T. Joseph
Mr. Sean M. Selegue
Sara Shahin, in memory of Ahmed Alirifat
Scott Kitredge Simonds
Dr. & Mrs. ‘Marvin Smoller
Reg & Marianne Stein
Ms. Zomita Stefanoff & Mr. Psayom Minhasi
Dr. Kenneth & Laurel Stein Duty & Devotion Memorial Fund
Dr. David Streitwieser, in memory of Andrew Streitwieser
Dr. & Mrs. W. C. Sweeting, Jr.
Mr. Terence Tilley
TL Trust
Lilian Chi Tsa
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Turell
Ms. Heidi Urich, in memory of Ursula Bisconer
Urbanke Family Foundation
Soon & Raj Venkatesan
Ms. Anne Yvonne Walker & Mr. David M. Jones
Lucie & Jerry Weissman
Ms. Valerie Wheath
Linda A. Whitaker
Gretchen Wolfe Hansen
Barbara Wolscheblum Schrger
Mr. & Mrs. Y. Woon Wong
Ms. Melinda Yee Franklin
Mr. E. William & Mrs. Mary Alice Yund
Mary & Harold Zlot Family Foundation
Christopher Zuber
Anonymous (6)

**MEDALLION SILVER CIRCLE**

$15,000–$24,999
Mr. Paul B. Athouse
Dr. Nancy L. Ascher
Kathryn & Frederick Baron, in honor of Kate & Matthew Shilvock
Robert H. Beadle
Dr. & Mrs. ‘Joseph Bernstein
Dawn Yates Black
Alan R. & Sally J. Brudos
Carol Franc Buck
Rike & Klaus Burmeister
Michael & Marilyn Cabak
Donald D. Campbell
Mark R. Chaitkin & P. Cecilia Storr
Dr. J. Samuel Chase
Mr. & Mrs. W. S. Child
Cliff
Micheline Beigel Corah & Laurence Corah
James Cross & Charles Antonen
Denise M. Cutler
Ms. Caroline Dariels
Timothy D. Dattels & Kristine M. Johnson
Paula Deli & Michael Schubert
Mr. Peter Dinkelspiel
Admiral James O. Ellis, Jr. & Dr. Elisabeth Patell-Cornell
Judith & Philip Erdberg
in honor of Lisa Erdberg & Dennis Gibbons
Dr. Julita Fong
Linnie & Jim Froeb
Ann & Daniel Girard
David Gockley & Linda Kemper
Anne Gray
Ms. Violet Grigch & Mr. Colin Shipman
Ann C. Grove & Richard Green
Mrs. Peter E. Hasa
Mary & Craig’ Henderson
Peggi Hii
Doreen Woo Ho & James Ho
Ms. Katharine Lange
Mr. Randall E. Laroche & Mr. David Laudon
Mr. Matt Lecar
Frank Lewis,
in honor of Ilidiko Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. darryl L. Raszt
Tom Lockard & Dr. Alik Marduel
Betty Madlucx, in memory of Edward Koester
Patrick McCabe
Elaine McKinley & Kit Durgin
Al Medvitz & Jean McCormack
Kati & Kristen Mills
Dr. Judy C. Miner
Mr. D. G. Mitchell
James & Katherine’ Moule
Maryann & Dan Musgrove
Sally & Craig Nordlund
Mr. David Todd Oldroyd
Mrs. William H. Ornix Jr. & Diana V. Rogers
Jason Phillips & Sheila Schroeder
Margaret & Vic Guatrir
Mr. Gordon Radley
Susanne & Robert Redfern-West
Mr. Glenn H. Reid
Louise & Paul Renne
Mr. William C. Robinson
Bob & Terri Ryan
Todd & Sandra Sachs
Michael Sack
Phil Black & Brigittte Sandquist
Ms. Ruth A. Short
Drs. Edward & Dale Sickles
Valis Benesch & Bob Tandler
Ms. Nadine M. Tang
Ms. Marimar Torres
Ms. Lisa Tough
Ann Clausen Treadwell
Mrs. Misty W. Tyne
Ms. Barbara Walkowski
Steven & Jennifer Wilskas
Hon. James L. Warren (Ret.)
Ronald & Ann Yvonne Walker & Mr. David M. Jones
Shelia Wisehisk
Diane & Howard Zack
Peggy & Lee Zeigler
Ward & Diane Zumsteg
Anonymous (6)

**LEADERSHIP GOLD CIRCLE**

$25,000–$49,999
Mr. Brian G. Atwood & Ms. Lynne H. Edminster
Brigid S. Barton
Darla & Richard Bastoni
Fred & Betty Blaker
Jennifer M. Bonaime
Jared & Claire Böob
Dr. Sean P. Bohen & Mrs. Tanum Davis Bohen
Jamie & Philip Bowles
Edward Paul Braby, M.D.
Romana D. Brough
Ellie & Theodore Brown
Leonard & Marie Collins
Peter & Jayne Davis,
in memory of James H. Schwabacher
Shirley Davis & Paul Sack
Ms. Christina & Dr. Elizabeth DeBruijn Warren
John’ & Bonnie Demergasso
Reid & Peggy Dennis
Robert & Dana Emery
Bob Epstein & Amy Roth
Dr. & Mrs. Eric Fain
Anna & Steve Fieler
Dianne A. Fowler
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San Francisco Opera is grateful for the philanthropic investments of our Producers Circle members and Company Sponsors. These generous opera lovers care deeply about continuing the legacy that the Company’s founders established, creating world-class opera productions for all to enjoy.
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With gratitude, we recognize donors above in bold who have made increased gifts between August 1, 2021 and May 7, 2023 to support our Centennial Season.
Help Creativity Soar!

BECOME A PHILANTHROPIC PARTNER TODAY.

Donations cover more than 80% of the Opera’s costs. To learn more about making a gift, visit sfopera.com/give or call (415) 565-3212.
Incredible passion fuels the very business model of opera. From the Renaissance to now, this most gloriously all-encompassing art form has thrived because of the passionate generosity of patrons, be they monarchs, governments, or, in the case of the United States, individuals like YOU! The fusion of singing, music, and theater requires a significant financial investment, but the impact is transformational, creating experiences that linger in our hearts and souls for decades.

Opera economics are exceptionally fragile and have become ever more so over the decades. The percentage of our costs covered by sales has diminished from the 1960s, to a point where only 16% of our costs are covered by tickets. For every $100 you spend on a ticket, we have to bring in an additional $500 from other sources. Government support is only 0.5% of our budget and corporate support has, with a few loyal exceptions, largely disappeared over the last decade. As another form of donor support, around 15% of our budget comes from our endowment.

- As indicated above, our annual fund has remained ostensibly flat for over 15 years, while costs have escalated by around 3% a year.
- The 20% decline of subscription during the pandemic caused a related drop in donors.
- To attract new audiences, we need new products. Our future demands that we invest in new ways of engaging with the public as we have done this Centennial Season. Such experimentation adds to the philanthropic need but is critical to our survival.

The possibilities of this season are thrilling! We are bringing to life two new operas, three new productions, two new co-productions, a traveling *Bohème* in a shipping container, bold new ticket programs, a full season of livestreams, and so much more. Eun Sun Kim is taking the musical values of the Company to an extraordinary level. And we are seeing an unprecedented number of new ticket buyers coming through the doors.

We have an urgent need for additional philanthropy to make possible this bold season. We still have $3M of new funds to raise before July 31 to ensure that this Centennial Season be both an artistic and a financial triumph. Your help can get us there.

I humbly ask you to reach as deeply as you are able to in support of this extraordinary Centennial Season. No gift is too small or large. If you have already given, please consider an additional gift in support of the Centennial. If you have not yet given, there has never been a better chance to become a part of this company. The Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation for the Arts is generously matching new and increased gifts made before July 31 such that your gift will be tripled in impact. We also have some very exciting new giving programs like El Círculo de Frida y Diego (see page 24).

The success of this season, artistically and financially, will do much to set the foundation for the future of the Company. You have held the legacy of San Francisco Opera in your hearts and hands for the last hundred years. Please help us carry forward that legacy by making an extraordinary gift in support of the Centennial and affirming the vital importance of this moment in our storied history.

Thank you for believing in the future of San Francisco Opera. To donate, please visit sfopera.com/give or call (415) 565-3212.
El Círculo de Frida y Diego

Join a special new giving circle, available exclusively for new and increased gifts to support Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego, presented by San Francisco Opera in June 2023.

**COLIBRí (Hummingbird) $70**
Symbolizing communication and a visit from our deceased loved ones, just as Diego was visited by Frida at age 70 when the opera begins.

- Hummingbird pin to show your support
- Digital donor recognition

**CEMPASÚCHIL (Marigold) $301**
Symbolizing the pathway home as deceased loved ones follow its fragrance to find their way. The Opera House at 301 Van Ness is our home, making a gift of $301 particularly meaningful.

- Prior benefits plus curator-led talk and viewing of Pan American Unity, on display at SFMOMA
- Recognition in our Summer 2023 program book (usually reserved for donors giving $1,000 or more)

**CORAZÓN (Heart) $1,907**
Inspired by Frida Kahlo’s birth year, 1907. The story of the opera is a rebirth, as Frida comes back to life and her corazón beats once more.

- Prior benefits plus group mural tour in San Francisco
- Educational panel and donor reception

**NIVELES (Levels) $3,000**
Inspired by the more than 3,000-year tradition that has given Día de los Muertos its full richness and cultural meaning in today’s time. Niveles are the three levels of existence in the tradition of the ofrenda (offering): el cielo (heaven), la tierra (earth), and el purgatorio (purgatory).

- Prior benefits plus papel picado magnet commemorating the opera
- Cocktails for 2 during intermission (opera tickets sold separately)
- Exclusive access to a pre-dress rehearsal and talk with the artistic team

**LOS RIVALES (The Rivals) $9,760**
Diego Rivera’s 1931 painting The Rivals was purchased at $9.76 million in 2017. At the time, this set the record for the highest price for an artwork by any Latin American artist.

- Prior benefits plus exclusive final dress rehearsal invitation for 2 on June 11, 2023

**LA CASA AZUL (The Blue House) $24,700**
Frida Kahlo’s famous house, number 247. features prominently in the opera.

- Prior benefits plus invitation to opening night cast party for 2 (opera tickets sold separately)

**MILAGROS (Miracles) $50,000**
Milagros are carried for protection and good luck. As part of a religious ritual or an act of devotion, Milagros can be offered as a symbol of a fervent need or in gratitude for answered prayers. Milagros donors respond to the need for significant philanthropic investment.

- Prior benefits plus program book recognition as an affiliate production sponsor
- Additional exclusive invitations throughout the year

Fair market value may apply. Papel picado illustrations by Vecteezy.com.
Die Frau ohne Schatten

THE WOMAN WITHOUT A SHADOW

OPERA IN THREE ACTS BY RICHARD STRAUSS
LIBRETTO BY HUGO VON HOFMANNSTHAL

This production is made possible, in part, by
Barbara A. Wolfe
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Louise Gund
Bernard and Barbro Osher

David Butt Philip’s appearance is made possible by
a gift to the Emerging Stars Fund by Jan Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem.

JUNE 4, 10, 20, 23, 28, 2023

We present this production of Die Frau ohne Schatten in memory of Ian Falconer, Costume Designer (1959–2023)

The performance will last approximately 3 hours 50 minutes, including two intermissions.

100 YEARS
THE FUTURE OF OPERA
Die Frau ohne Schatten

ACT I

SCENE 1: The Empress’ handmaiden, the Nurse, keeps watch while the Empress sleeps. A Messenger of Keikobad (the Empress’ father) declares that if the Empress does not cast a shadow within three days, the Emperor will turn to stone.

The Emperor appears and tells of how, while hunting, his falcon grazed the forehead of a gazelle, causing it to transform into a woman. In anger at the bird for having violated the woman, the Emperor threw his dagger at the falcon. He goes off in search of the falcon as he declares that everything he does is for love of the Empress.

The Empress awakens. She explains that since being wounded she can no longer transform herself. She sees the falcon and calls to it. It tells her that she does not cast a shadow and the Emperor will turn to stone.

The Nurse explains that they must travel down to the world of humankind and steal a shadow from a living being. She describes the horrors of the human realm, but the Empress naively demands to be taken there.

SCENE 2: The Dyer’s Wife awakens from sleep as her husband’s brothers fight. They threaten her until her husband, Barak, comes in. She tells him that she does not feel cared for. Barak does not understand. He asks her to give him children, reminding her of their marriage vows and his oath to provide for her and any children they might have. She responds that it is he who has not been able to give her children. She has had to give up any hope of this and so must he. Barak assures her he will be patient until she changes her mind. He goes off to sell cloth at the market.

The Nurse and Empress appear. They flatter the Dyer’s Wife and tempt her with gold. An image of a young man emerges as the Wife gazes into a mirror, but this dream soon vanishes. The Nurse explains that in order to give up her shadow, the Wife must forswear motherhood. The Wife agrees to withhold intimacy from Barak. The Nurse assures her that she and the Empress will remain in the house as her servants. The Nurse conjures a fire and a meal of fish for Barak and magically divides their marriage bed in two. The Nurse and Empress disappear as the Wife hears the sounds of unborn children coming from the frying pan. Barak returns to find that now he sleeps alone. Outside the night watchmen sing the praises of conjugal love.

ACT II

SCENE 1: Barak prepares to leave for market as his Wife adorns herself in the mirror. Once alone, the Nurse again conjures the appearance of the young man. The Empress cries out in horror to see Barak’s Wife tempted by a creature without a heart. Barak returns with his brothers and a group of beggar children.

SCENE 2: The Falcon leads the Emperor to the Falcon house. The Emperor expects to find the Empress asleep, watched over by the Nurse, but the house is empty. As the Empress and Nurse return, the Emperor senses they have descended to the human realm and reacts in jealousy that he has been betrayed.

SCENE 3: The Nurse gives Barak a sleeping potion and again conjures the image of the boy. Incapable of going through with making love to him, Barak’s wife awakens Barak and berates him for not keeping her safe. In a daze, Barak confesses his fear of not being able to provide for her. Enraged that he continues not to understand her, his wife leaves the house, telling him she might never return.

SCENE 4: Half asleep, the Empress struggles with feelings of guilt for considering betraying Barak by stealing his wife’s shadow. She falls asleep and has a dream that the Emperor is doomed. She decides that she would rather turn to stone herself.

SCENE 5: Barak’s Wife declares that she has forsweared motherhood, sold her shadow and has been with another man. Enraged, Barak threatens to kill her. Unseen forces overwhelm the house and the two of them are torn apart.

ACT III

SCENE 1: In the realm of Keikobad, Barak’s Wife is filled with guilt and declares her love for her husband, wishing to be reunited with him. Barak in turn longs for the chance to be with his wife.

SCENE 2: The Nurse and the Empress are brought by an oarless boat to the door of a temple. The Nurse cautions the Empress that Keikobad is fearsome and he will destroy her. The Empress is not afraid. She rejects the Nurse.

SCENE 3: The Empress faces her father, Keikobad, and asks to be judged for not stealing the shadow. She is offered the option of gaining the shadow by drinking from the fountain of life, but she cannot sacrifice Barak and his Wife. The Emperor is turned to stone. When the Empress still refuses to take the shadow, the Emperor is restored to life. The Empress casts a shadow.

SCENE 4: Barak and his Wife find each other with the help of the Empress and Emperor. The voices of unborn children encourage them to reject fear and remind them that we are both guest and host.

First performance: Vienna State Opera, Vienna, October 10, 1919
First performance in the United States: War Memorial Opera House, San Francisco, September 18, 1959
San Francisco Opera has performed Die Frau ohne Schatten in six previous seasons. For complete cast information, visit archive.sfopera.com.
Personnel: 25 principals, 54 choristers (42 offstage only), 24 child choristers, 7 dancers; 110 total
Orchestra: 4 flutes, 3 oboes, 5 clarinets, 4 bassoons, 9 horns, 6 trumpets, 4 trombones, 1 tuba, 1 timpani, 4 percussion, 2 harps, 2 celestes, 1 glass harmonica, 50 strings (14 first violins, 12 second violins, 10 violas, 8 cellos, 6 basses); 96 total in the pit
Backstage banda: 4 trumpets, 4 trombones, 1 percussion (tam-tam/wind machine)
Die Frau ohne Schatten

THE WOMAN WITHOUT A SHADOW
Opera in three acts by Richard Strauss • Libretto by Hugo von Hofmannsthal
(Sung in German with English supertitles)

CAST
(in order of vocal appearance)

The Nurse Linda Watson
The Spirit Messenger Stefan Egerstrom
The Emperor David Butt Philip
The Empress Camilla Nylund
The Voice of the Falcon Olivia Smith
The One-Armed Man Wayne Tigges
The One-Eyed Man Philip Skinner
The Hunchback Zhengyi Bai
Barak’s Wife Nina Stemme
Barak Johan Reuter
Three Servants Elisa Sunshine, Arianna Rodriguez

ACT I
Scene 1: In the realm of the Empress
Scene 2: Barak’s hovel, under a city wall

—INTERMISSION—

ACT II
Scene 1: Barak’s hovel, the next day
Scene 2: Inside the Falcon house
Scene 3: Barak’s hovel
Scene 4: Inside the Falcon house
Scene 5: Barak’s hovel

—INTERMISSION—

ACT III
Scene 1: Mystic caverns in Keikobad’s realm
Scene 2: At the entrance to Keikobad’s temple
Scene 3: In the temple
Scene 4: A sun-filled landscape

The performance will last approximately 3 hours 50 minutes.
Latecomers may not be seated during the performance after the lights have dimmed.
Patrons who leave during the performance may not be reseated until intermission.
On January 26, 1911, Der Rosenkavalier had its triumphant premiere in Dresden, and on March 20 the librettist Hugo von Hofmannsthal wrote from Vienna to the composer Richard Strauss in Bavaria proposing a new project. “If we wanted once again to work on something big it would have to have strong and colorful action,” wrote Hofmannsthal. “I have something quite definite in mind which fascinates me very much ... It is a magic fairy tale in which two men and two women encounter one another.” Strauss was immediately interested, and they were both intrigued by the idea of Mozart’s The Magic Flute as the model for a German-language fairy-tale opera. Neither, however, could imagine that their collaboration on Die Frau ohne Schatten would take place in the apocalyptic context of World War I, and that by the time the opera had its premiere in 1919 their whole world would be utterly transformed.

In The Magic Flute a fairy-tale prince and princess, Tamino and Pamina, are tested to prove that they are worthy to rule. In Die Frau ohne Schatten there would be a fairy-tale emperor and empress, and the empress would be tested, as she sets out to find a shadow, achieve fertility, and learn what it means to be human and humane. Emperors and empresses did exist in 19th-century children’s fairy tales—as in Hans Christian Andersen’s tale of the nightingale who sang for the Chinese emperor—but in 1911 there were also real emperors who still ruled all over Europe. Hofmannsthal in Vienna was a subject of Habsburg Emperor Franz Joseph, who ruled over the Austro-Hungarian empire, while Strauss was a subject of the German Kaiser Wilhelm II. Tsar Nicholas ruled over the Russian empire, and even George V in London was not only king of England but also emperor of India.

In 1911, when Hofmannsthal proposed the new opera, there took place in Austria the ceremonious royal wedding of a Habsburg imperial heir, second in line, the 24-year-old future Emperor Karl, marrying a Bourbon princess, the 19-year-old future Empress Zita. The outcome of World War I meant that they would be the very last Habsburg emperor and empress, being banished from Austria in 1919, the same year that the fairy-tale emperor and empress of Die Frau ohne Schatten made their first appearance on the stage of the Vienna State Opera.

With the success of Der Rosenkavalier, Strauss and Hofmannsthal became the most important creative team in the post-Wagnerian German-language opera world, and they would work together until Hofmannsthal’s early death in 1929. They largely collaborated by letter, and their correspondence was preserved. “Die Frau ohne Schatten could, I sometimes think, become the most beautiful of all
existing operas,” wrote Hofmannsthal on June 15, 1911—and then on June 27, uneasily, “My dear Dr. Strauss, What is the matter with you? I am quite uneasy when I do not hear from my alter ego for so long.” Through the letters we probably know more about their creative collaboration than any other in the history of opera.

The first scene of Die Frau ohne Schatten begins on the imperial roof terrace, where the Empress awakens, accompanied by harp and solo violin; she receives a magical message from the Emperor’s falcon and resolves to go down into the human city in search of a human shadow—guided by her deceitful and manipulative Nurse. The human world of Barak the Dyer and his moody discontented wife (whose shadow the Empress covets) is introduced with a cacophonous interplay of percussion and machine instruments: timpani, rods, castanets, wind machine, bass drum, tam-tam, and two large Chinese gongs.

“I would like to draw all your attention to the Empress,” wrote Hofmannsthal to Strauss on July 25, 1914. “There is always a spiritual light coming from her, and the stages on her road to humanity are marked as if by luminous flame.” It was not unusual for Hofmannsthal to feel a certain infatuation for his female soprano creations—like the Marschallin in Der Rosenkavalier and Ariadne in Ariadne auf Naxos—but this letter about the Empress was written one week before all of Europe went up in flames with the outbreak of World War I. Hofmannsthal was immediately called up for military service as a reserve officer, causing great distress to Strauss on account of the unfinished opera. Strauss wrote to Hofmannsthal’s wife, “Hugo has...
“I would like to draw all your attention to the Empress,’ wrote Hofmannsthal to Strauss … ‘There is always a spiritual light coming from her, and the stages on her road to humanity are marked as if by luminous flame.”

the damned duty not to die for the fatherland before I have my third act.” In fact, Hofmannsthal was moved to a desk job and spent the war writing patriotic essays for the Habsburg empire, but the slow progress of the opera now occurred against the backdrop of the most terrible war (until then) in European history, with ten million soldiers actually dying for their fatherlands.

There are parts of the score which feel deeply marked by the wartime conditions. The solemn unison trio for the night watchmen at the conclusion of Act I blesses the reproductive coupling of young spouses: “You spouses who lie lovingly in each other’s arms, you are the bridge that extends over the abyss by which the dead return to life!” The hymnal setting with pianississimo trumpets and trombones suggested that, for Strauss, “the dead” were no longer an abstraction of the libretto, now with young men lying dead on the battlefields. At the opening of Act III, the Dyer and his wife have been separately imprisoned by higher spirit powers and they long for each other in their loneliness and separation, as husbands and wives must surely have done all over Europe.

At the climax of the third act the Empress discovers her husband, the Emperor, turned to stone and realizes that only by refusing to accept the other woman’s shadow can she bring him back to life. The Emperor then sings, as if emerging from paralysis in a tenorial trance: “The dead shall rise out of the tomb of his own body.” He has a vision of the unborn children of the future descending “like starlight”—and the Empress, looking up, sees them as winged cherubim. While the word “unborn” was appropriated in the American abortion debate in the late 20th century, it had no such meaning for Strauss and Hofmannsthal in the early 20th century. The unborn children represented, in wartime, the unborn generation of the future, what we might call “posterity.” Hofmannsthal imagined the children’s chorus sounding “as if birds were suddenly speaking from the sky,” and Strauss created magical effects with the triangle and celesta. The redemptive magic of the unborn children was intended to heal a world destroyed by war.

Halfway through the war, in 1916, the 86-year-old Emperor Franz Joseph died at Schönbrunn Palace in Vienna, after a reign of 68 years. The young Karl and Zita now came to the throne and reached out secretly to American President Woodrow Wilson, seeking to extricate Austria-Hungary from the war but ultimately failing to do so. The eventual defeat of Germany and Austria-Hungary meant the abolition of the Habsburg empire, confirmed by Wilson at the Paris Peace Conference of 1919.
Hofmannsthal and Strauss had agreed that they would hold back the performance of *Die Frau ohne Schatten* until the war was over. They, however, imagined a German and Austrian victory, the triumph of the emperors, and instead the opera had its premiere in Vienna in 1919 after ignominious defeat and unconditional surrender, after the emperors and empresses were unceremoniously removed from European political life. Thus, in 1919, Karl and Zita were compelled to leave Austria, the same year that their operatic counterparts stepped onto the stage in Vienna as fairy-tale figures. Indeed, from that moment emperors and empresses would be increasingly regarded as fairy-tale figures all over the world.

The roles of the Empress and the Dyer’s Wife were taken in 1919 by two of the greatest singers of the 20th century: Czech soprano Maria Jeritza and German soprano Lotte Lehmann, respectively. The glamorous Jeritza knew (and apparently flirted with) both the old Emperor Franz Joseph and the young Emperor Karl. Jeritza and Lehmann would move on to glorious careers in the United States, with Jeritza singing her signature roles in San Francisco, including Carmen, Tosca, Turandot, and Salome, between 1928 and 1937, and Lehmann making her San Francisco Opera debut in 1934 and performing her legendary Marschallin there between 1940 and 1946.

*Die Frau ohne Schatten* was received respectfully in Vienna in 1919, and the figure of Barak the Dyer was particularly appreciated as a loving portrait of an ordinary Viennese craftsman. Yet, Hofmannsthal always regretted that *Die Frau ohne Schatten* had missed its moment by arriving in the catastrophic aftermath of the War, and he did not live long enough to witness the brilliant rediscovery of the opera following World War II.

The Vienna Opera House was partly destroyed by Allied bombing in 1945, and when it was rebuilt and reopened in postwar Austria in 1955 a new production of *Die Frau ohne Schatten* was featured. Four years later, in 1959, the American premiere took place in San Francisco. The opera’s quest for humanity, its reconciliation of rulers and subjects, its redemptive faith in future generations as yet unborn was now received with renewed appreciation by the postwar public, responding to what Hofmannsthal back in 1911 imagined might become “the most beautiful of all existing operas.”

NOW AND THEN:

David Hockney on Creating the World of Die Frau ohne Schatten

BY JAMES FARBER
It's early evening in Normandy, France, as David Hockney’s Zoom image appears on the screen. He is dapper as ever wearing a cream-colored jacket, a crisp white shirt with a black and white polka dot tie. His head is covered in a British style country cap, his glasses frames are yellow and there is, of course, a cigarette in his hand.

“There are just, the three of us,” he explains. “We’re living here in the middle of a field on about five acres of land. There’s a river running at the bottom, a little road at the top, and the only buildings we can see are the studio and a storeroom, and it’s falling down—we’ll have to do something about that,” he adds parenthetically.

“It’s very, very beautiful. We’re about 10 miles from the coast. I don’t mind being stuck here. During the pandemic we couldn’t have any visitors. I could just work. I never left this place for more than a year.”

The inspiration for our conversation is San Francisco Opera’s revival of Hockney’s luminous production of Richard Strauss’ mythic opera Die Frau ohne Schatten, first presented in 1992 at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, with performances in 1993 in Los Angeles and then in Australia, where Hockney remembers fondly they were given three weeks on stage to perfect the complex lighting design that plays such a crucial role.

Flashback to October 1993. David Hockney, director John Cox, and Los Angeles Opera’s executive director, Peter Hemmings, are gathered for a news conference at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion to discuss the creation of Die Frau ohne Schatten. When a question is asked regarding Hockney’s striking use of color, his response, as always, is honest and revealing.

“I’d seen two or three productions of it. I loved the music but frankly the productions hadn’t been very memorable. But honestly, I find most opera productions don’t stick in the memory. I felt it called for color, because color and music combined can be very powerful. I think most people in the theater avoid using color because they’re afraid of it. Color, tone, and line are terms that can be applied to pictures and music. It’s a question of finding exactly the right equivalents.”

In response, Cox (who had worked with Hockney on productions of The Rake’s Progress, The Magic Flute, and

“Those ‘Snail Space Paintings’ looked abstract, but they were really studies about form and space. ‘They were not meant as sets, but when I was painting them, Strauss’ music was always in the back of my mind. That’s when I discovered you could make the color fields shift and change perspective by changing the colors of the light.”

—DAVID HOCKNEY

“It’s very, very beautiful. We’re about 10 miles from the coast. I don’t mind being stuck here. During the pandemic we couldn’t have any visitors. I could just work. I never left this place for more than a year.”

The inspiration for our conversation is San Francisco Opera’s revival of Hockney’s luminous production of Richard Strauss’ mythic opera Die Frau ohne Schatten, first presented in 1992 at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, with performances in 1993 in Los Angeles and then in Australia, where Hockney remembers fondly they were given three weeks on stage to perfect the complex lighting design that plays such a crucial role.

Flashback to October 1993. David Hockney, director John Cox, and Los Angeles Opera’s executive director, Peter Hemmings, are gathered for a news conference at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion to discuss the creation of Die Frau ohne Schatten. When a question is asked regarding Turandot) replied, “David needs music to respond to, rather than text. As David likes to say, ‘The composer was responding to the text when he wrote the music. All I need to do is listen to the music.’ When you move people around in David’s spaces, you’re moving people around in his pictures.”

Hemmings added, “In the end, I don’t think anybody actually chooses David to design an opera. He chooses you.”

Many artists, once they’ve found a formula to establish their careers, are content to repeat it over and over. That is not David Hockney. As he approaches his 86th birthday in July, he has never ceased asking questions and exploring new ways of creating and perceiving art—whether it’s his vast portfolio of paintings in oils and now on his iPad; his multiple-perspective collage approach to photography; his wall-sized exhibitions that were sent
around the globe by fax; or his latest experiment in immersive environments, *Bigger & Closer*, currently being presented at London’s new Lightroom art space adjacent to King’s Cross Station.

It was this constant desire to explore new ways of making art that led me to ask, “When you were a kid, David, were you always asking questions?”

“Oh yes,” he says with a broad smile. “Yes, I was. My mother said I was too curious. I was always asking questions about how pictures are made. I think that’s a good question. I’ve never stopped asking questions.”

It was in March and April of 1991 that Hockney began a series of abstract paintings that would later evolve into the set designs for *Die Frau ohne Schatten*.

“Those ‘Snail Space Paintings’ looked abstract, but they were really studies about form and space. They were not meant as sets, but when I was painting them, Strauss’ music was always in the back of my mind. That’s when I discovered you could make the color fields shift and change perspective by changing the colors of the light.”

To illustrate the concept, Hockney created a large-scale version in his studio that covered a wall and melded onto the floor. He then installed a lighting grid and invited friends to sit and watch as he transformed the painting’s forms by varying the light to operatic accompaniment. The effect was magical.

“When we started working on *Frau* we built a large model of the stage with its own lighting grid in my home studio. Then we made models of the sets and costumes (by the late Ian Falconer). John Cox would come over and we would sit and listen to the opera for hours and ideas would present themselves. We lit the whole three-and-a-half-hour opera with all the effects.”

The large stage model was an expansion of a concept that Hockney had conceived years before when he and Los Angeles Philharmonic Music Director Zubin Mehta would gather in the studio and play with lights as they prepared a 1987 production of *Tristan und Isolde* in Los Angeles.

As Hockney and Cox worked together, a crucial question involved how to stage the opera’s transformative final scenes.

“Hofmannsthal’s libretto describes a beautiful landscape with a golden river sweeping through it. We realized the Golden River could represent the life force. But the opera doesn’t end there. It ends in the future with the voices of unborn children singing. The river then comes toward the audience to become a tree of life. I think it fits the music very well. I had friends that didn’t care for the opera. But when they saw mine, they said now they could hear the music.”

James Farber is a feature writer and critic of classical music, opera, theater, and fine art for *Daily Variety*, the *Copley Newspapers and News Service*, the *Los Angeles Newspaper Group*, and *San Francisco Classical Voice*. 
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*SIR DONALD RUNNICLES*  
**Conductor**  
San Francisco Opera  
Highlights: Former Music Director of San Francisco Opera  
John Adams’ *Doctor Atomic*; Conrad Susa’s *The Dangerous Liaisons*; Messiaen’s *Saint François d’Assis*  
Recent and Upcoming: 100th Anniversary Concert (San Francisco Opera); Arabella (Deutsche Oper Berlin); *Fidelio* (Berlin); *Tosca* (Berlin); *Tristan und Isolde* (Berlin); *Hänsel und Gretel* (Oman); concerts with Minnesota Orchestra, Atlanta Symphony, Sydney Symphony, Dresden Philharmonic, BBC Scottish Symphony  
General Music Director of Deutsche Oper Berlin; Music Director of the Grand Teton Music Festival; Principal Guest Conductor of the Atlanta Symphony; Principal Guest Conductor of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra; Conductor Emeritus of the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra  
Recipient of the San Francisco Opera Medal 2009  
Recipient of Order of the British Empire 2004  
Knight Bachelor 2020  
Facebook: @DonaldRunnicles  
Twitter: @MaestroDCR

**LINDA WATSON**  
Soprano (Orinda, California)  
The Nurse  
Recent and Upcoming: Herodias in *Salome* (Milan’s Teatro alla Scala, Vienna); Brünnhilde in *Der Ring des Nibelungen* (Deutsche Oper am Rhein); Isolde in *Tristan und Isolde* (Deutsche Oper am Rhein); Ortrud in *Lohengrin* (Vienna); The Nurse in *Die Frau ohne Schatten* (Vienna, Hamburg); title role of *Ariadne auf Naxos* (Deutsche Oper am Rhein); Babulkena in Prokofiev’s *The Gambler* (Vienna)  
Professor of voice at the Music and Arts University of the City of Vienna

**JOHAN REUTER**  
Bass-Baritone  
Recent and Upcoming: Barak in *Die Frau ohne Schatten* (Budapest); Amfortas in *Parsifal* (Bergen); Orest in *Elektra* (Copenhagen’s Royal Danish Opera); Telramund in *Lohengrin* (Munich’s Bavarian State Opera, Vienna State Opera); Jaroslav Prus in *The Makropulos Case* (Paris Opera); Marsk Stig in Peter Heise’s *Drot og Marsk* (Copenhagen); Jochanaan in *Salome* (Paris, Vienna’s Theater an der Wien); title role of *Der Fliegende Holländer* (Canadan Opera Company); Hans Sachs in *Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg* (Deutsche Oper Berlin, Beijing); title role of *Wozzeck* (Paris, Berlin); Renato/Count Ankarström in *Un Ballo in Maschera* (Copenhagen); Wotan in *Die Walküre* (Berlin, Budapest); title role of George Enescu’s *Oedipe* (Amsterdam); Šišov in *Ariadne auf Naxos* (Edinburgh International Festival, Munich’s Bavarian State Opera; Laca in *Jenůfa* (Vienna State Opera); Walther von Stolzing in *Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg* (Vienna); Don Jose in *Carmen* (Vienna, English National Opera); the Prince in *Rusalka* (Covent Garden, Madrid’s Teatro Real); Schönberg’s *Gurre-Lieder* (London Philharmonic Orchestra; Grigory in *Boris Godunov* (Metropolitan Opera, Covent Garden); Laertes in Brett Dean’s *Hamlet* (Metropolitan Opera, Cologne); Boris in *Kát’a Kabanová* (Salzburg Festival, Glyndebourne); title role of *Lohengrin* (Berlin); Froh in *Das Rheingold* (Madrid); Essex in Benjamin Britten’s *Gloriana* (Madrid); Narraboth in *Salome* (Covent Garden); Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem (ENO); Vaudemont in *Iolanta* (Opera Holland Park); Folco in Mascagni’s *Isabeau* (Opera Holland Park); Rodolfo in *La Bohème* (ENO); Beethoven’s *Missa Solemnis* (Orcheste de l’Opéra de Rouen Normandie); gala concert (Opera Holland Park)

**CAMILLA NYLUND**  
Soprano (Vaasa, Finland)  
The Empress  
Recent and Upcoming: Elsa in *Lohengrin*  
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Elsa in *Lohengrin* (Bayreuth Festival); title role of *Jenůfa* (Berlin State Opera; Eine Frau in Erwartung (Frankfurt Opera); Isolde in *Tristan und Isolde* (Zurich Opera); Brünnhilde in *Die Walküre* (Zurich); Katerina in Shostakovich’s *Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk* (Hamburg State Opera); Brünnhilde in *Siegfried* (Zurich); Brünnhilde in *Götterdämmerung* (Zurich); recitals with pianist Helmut Deutsch

**DAVID BUTT PHILIP**  
Tenor (Somerset, UK)  
The Emperor  
Recent and Upcoming: Title role of Alexander von Zemlinsky’s *Der Zwerg* (Deutsche Opera Berlin); Florestan in *Fidelio* (London’s Royal Opera Covent Garden, Prague); Bacchus in *Ariadne aux Naxos* (Edinburgh International Festival, Munich’s Bavarian State Opera; Laca in *Jenůfa* (Vienna State Opera); Walther von Stolzing in *Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg* (Vienna); Don Jose in *Carmen* (Vienna, English National Opera); the Prince in *Rusalka* (Covent Garden, Madrid’s Teatro Real); Schönberg’s *Gurre-Lieder* (London Philharmonic Orchestra; Grigory in *Boris Godunov* (Metropolitan Opera, Covent Garden); Laertes in Brett Dean’s *Hamlet* (Metropolitan Opera, Cologne); Boris in *Kát’a Kabanová* (Salzburg Festival, Glyndebourne); title role of *Lohengrin* (Berlin); Froh in *Das Rheingold* (Madrid); Essex in Benjamin Britten’s *Gloriana* (Madrid); Narraboth in *Salome* (Covent Garden); Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem (ENO); Vaudemont in *Iolanta* (Opera Holland Park); Folco in Mascagni’s *Isabeau* (Opera Holland Park); Rodolfo in *La Bohème* (ENO); Beethoven’s *Missa Solemnis* (Orcheste de l’Opéra de Rouen Normandie); gala concert (Opera Holland Park)

**encorespotlight.com**  
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Recent and Upcoming:
- Captain/Zaretsky in Eugene Onegin
- Fidelio
- Prisoner in Tosca; A
- Recent and Upcoming: Turandot
- Nibelungen
- Donald; title role of Holländer; Brünnhilde in Der Ring des Nibelungen; Schatten
- San Carlo, Deutsche Oper Berlin, Vienna State Opera; recitals (London’s Wigmore Hall, Geneva, Toulouse, Stockholm)
- Wotan in Das Rheingold
- Highlights: Mimi in Bohème Out of the Box
- Recent and Upcoming: Governess in Britten’s The Turn of the Screw (Curtin Opera Theatre); Marguerite in excerpts of Gounod’s Faust (Curtis Symphony Orchestra); Cathleen in Vaughan Williams’ Riders to the Sea (Curtis Opera Theatre); First Witch in Dido and Aeneas (Curtis Opera Theatre); Mrs. Gobineau in Menotti’s The Medium (Curtis Opera Theatre)
- San Francisco Opera Adler Fellow 2023
- Merola Opera Program 2023
- San Francisco Opera
- Highlights: Keeper of the Gates of the Temple
- San Francisco Opera
- Highlights: Soloist in Eun Sun Kim Conducts Verdi; Sister Felicity in Dialogues of the Carmelites; Mimi in Bohème Out of the Box; Kate Pinkerton in Madame Butterfly
- Recent and Upcoming: Frida Image #1 in Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego (San Francisco Opera); concert (UC Davis Symphony Orchestra); Giannetta in L’Elisir d’Amore (Festival Napa Valley)
- San Francisco Opera Adler Fellow 2022, 2023
- Merola Opera Program 2021
- San Francisco Opera
- Highlights: Stone/Eunuch in Bright Sheng and David Henry Hwang’s Dream of the Red Chamber; Rodolfo in Bohème Out of the Box
- Recent and Upcoming: Don Ottavio in Don Giovanni (Opera Columbus); Jenik in The Bartered Bride (University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music); Rinuccio in Gianni Schicchi (Ball State University); Don Ramiro in La Cenerentola (Brevard Music Center); workshop performances and studio recordings of Matthew Aucoin’s Euridice, Scott Davenport Richards’ Blind Injustice; Kevin Puts’ The Hours
- San Francisco Opera Adler Fellow 2022, 2023
- Merola Opera Program 2021
- Facebook: Victor Cardamone, tenor

Janáček’s From the House of the Dead (Frankfurt, London’s Royal Opera Covent Garden); Wotan in Das Rheingold (Budapest)

MIKAYLA SAGER persona
Soprano (Vancouver, Canada)
Keeper of the Gates of the Temple
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Soloist in Eun Sun Kim Conducts Verdi; Sister Felicity in Dialogues of the Carmelites; Mimi in Bohème Out of the Box; Kate Pinkerton in Madame Butterfly

NINA STEMME
Soprano (Stockholm, Sweden)
Barak’s Wife
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Senta in Der Fliegende Holländer; Brünnhilde in Der Ring des Nibelungen; title role of Turandot; Donald Runnicles 50th Birthday Concert

Recent and Upcoming: 100th Anniversary Concert (San Francisco Opera); Barak’s Wife in Die Frau ohne Schatten (Vienna State Opera); Kostelnička in Jenůfa (Theater an der Wien); Brünnhilde in Der Ring des Nibelungen (Vienna State Opera); Isolde in Tristan und Isolde (Naples’ Teatro di San Carlo, Deutsche Oper Berlin, Vienna State Opera; Ortrud in Lohengrin (Vienna State Opera); recitals (London’s Wigmore Hall, Geneva, Toulouse, Stockholm)

PHILIP SKINNER
Bass-Baritone
Jacksonville, Florida
Barak’s One-Eyed Brother
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Doctor Bartolo in The Barber of Seville; The Duke of Verona in Roméo et Juliette; Dansker in Billy Budd; Geronte di Ravoir in Manon Lescaut; Baron Douphol in La Traviata; King Priam in Les Troyens; Edgar Ray Killen in Philip Glass’ Appomattox; The Speaker in Die Zauberflöte; Rambaldo Fernandez in La Rondine; The Water Spirit in Rusalka; Escamillo in Carmen; Ferrando in Il Trovatore; Colline in La Bohême; Lorenzo in I Capuleti e i Montecchi; Lepidus in John Adams’ Antony and Cleopatra

Recent and Upcoming: Iago in Otello (Livermore Valley Opera); King in Aida (Pacific Symphony); Eric/Ghost of Bazzetti in Jake Heggie’s Great Scott (San Diego Opera); Wotan/Gunther in Mini-Ring (Minnesota Concert Opera); Nikítitsch in Boris Godunov (San Francisco Symphony); engagements
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STEFAN EGERSTROM
Bass (Brooklyn Center, Minnesota)
A Spirit Messenger
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Second Prisoner in Fidelio; A Jailer in Tosca; A Captain/Zaretsky in Eugene Onegin
Recent and Upcoming: Noble in Lohengrin (Metropolitan Opera); Peneios in Daphne (American Symphony Orchestra Carnegie Hall); Hunding in Die Walküre (Queen City Opera); King René in Iolanta (Queen City Opera)
San Francisco Opera Adler Fellow 2020, 2021, 2022
Merola Opera Program 2019
Facebook: Stefan Egerstrom

OLIVIA SMITH
Soprano (Penticton, Canada)
Voice of the Falcon/Voices of Unborn Children
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Mimi in Bohème Out of the Box

Recent and Upcoming: Governess in Britten’s The Turn of the Screw (Curtin Opera Theatre); Marguerite in excerpts of Gounod’s Faust (Curtis Symphony Orchestra); Cathleen in Vaughan Williams’ Riders to the Sea (Curtis Opera Theatre); First Witch in Dido and Aeneas (Curtis Opera Theatre); Mrs. Gobineau in Menotti’s The Medium (Curtis Opera Theatre)
San Francisco Opera Adler Fellow 2023
Merola Opera Program 2022

VICTOR CARDAMONE
Tenor (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
Apparition of a Youth
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Stone/Eunuch in Bright Sheng and David Henry Hwang’s Dream of the Red Chamber; Rodolfo in Bohème Out of the Box

Recent and Upcoming: Don Ottavio in Don Giovanni (Opera Columbus); Jenik in The Bartered Bride (University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music); Rinuccio in Gianni Schicchi (Ball State University); Don Ramiro in La Cenerentola (Brevard Music Center); workshop performances and studio recordings of Matthew Aucoin’s Euridice, Scott Davenport Richards’ Blind Injustice; Kevin Puts’ The Hours
San Francisco Opera Adler Fellow 2022, 2023
Merola Opera Program 2021
Facebook: Victor Cardamone, tenor

Facebook: Stefan Egerstrom

Facebook: Victor Cardamone, tenor
with Opera San José and West Edge Opera
San Francisco Opera Adler Fellowship 1986, 1987
Merola Opera Program 1985
Recipient of the San Francisco Opera Medal 2022
Facebook: @Philip G Skinner
Instagram: @philipgskinner

WAYNE TIGGES
Bass-Baritone
(Dubuque, Iowa)
Barak’s One-Armed Brother
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Zuniga in Carmen; Sam and Wesley in Heart of a Soldier; Ariodates in Xerxes; Joe St. George in Dolores Claiborne; Judge Turpin in Sweeney Todd; Mr. Flint in Billy Budd
Recent and Upcoming: Wotan in Die Walküre (Opera Santa Barbara); Scarpa in Tosca (Santa Barbara); Jochanaan in Salome (Tulsa Opera); Howie Albert in Terence Blanchard’s Champion (Boston Lyric Opera); Owen Hart in Jake Heggie’s Dead Man Walking (Lyric Opera of Chicago, Atlanta Opera); Judge Turpin in Sweeney Todd (Des Moines Metro Opera); Basilio in Il Barbiere di Siviglia (Michigan Opera Theatre); Baron Douphol in La Traviata (LA Opera); Frank in Die Fledermaus (Palm Beach Opera); John Proctor in Robert Ward’s The Crucible (Santa Barbara)

ZHENGYI BAI
Tenor (Linyi, China)
Barak’s Hunchback Brother
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Remendado in Carmen; Dancing Master and Lamplighter in Manon Lescaut; The Adlers: Live at the Drive-In; First Prisoner in Fidelio; The Future Is Now: Adlers in Concert
Recent and Upcoming: Monostatos in The Magic Flute (San Francisco Opera); Basilio in Le Nozze di Figaro (Opera San José); Dr. Caius in Falstaff (San José); Feng See in Nathan Wang’s On Golden Mountain (LA Opera); Alessandro in Il Re Pastore (Merola Opera Program)
Adler Fellowship 2019, 2020, 2021
Merola Opera Program 2018
Website: baizhengyi.com

GABRIELLE BETEAG
Mezzo-Soprano
(Atlanta, Georgia)
Voice from Above/Voices of Unborn Children
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Flower/Lady-in-Waiting/Solo Maid in Bright Sheng and David Henry Hwang’s Dream of the Red Chamber; Iras in John Adams’ Antony and Cleopatra; Sister Gertrude in Dialogues of the Carmelites
Recent and Upcoming: Frida Image #3 in Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego (San Francisco Opera); Errollyn Wallen’s Roundel (San Francisco Performances); Mercédès in Carmen (Atlanta Opera); Woman in a Hat/Duchess in The Ghosts of Versailles (Chautauqua Opera)
Winner of Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions 2020
Adler Fellowship Program 2022, 2023
Merola Opera Program 2021

ELISA SUNSHINE
Soprano (San Clemente, California)
Voices of Unborn Children/Servants
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Flower/Lady-in-Waiting in Bright Sheng and

ARIANNA RODRIGUEZ
Soprano (Fairfax, Virginia)
Voices of Unborn Children/Servants
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Musetta in Bohème Out of the Box
Recent and Upcoming: Musetta in La Bohème (Opera North); Leonard Bernstein’s Mass (Peabody Opera Theatre)
Adler Fellowship Program 2023
Merola Opera Program 2022

NIKOLA PRINTZ
Mezzo-Soprano (Oakland, California)
Voices of Unborn Children/Servants
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Musetta in Bohème Out of the Box
Recent and Upcoming: Frida Image #2 in Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego (San Francisco Opera); title role of Carmen (Opera San José); Dido in Dido and
Aeneas (San José); Schwabacher Recital Series (San Francisco Opera Center/Merola Opera Program); Isabella in L’Italiana in Algeri (Opera Memphis); title role of The Grand Duchess of Gérolstein (Pocket Opera); title role of Giovanni Domenico Freschi’s Ermelinda (Ars Minerva); Orfeo in Orfeo ed Eurydice (West Edge Opera); Aldonza in The Man of La Mancha (Shreveport Opera) Adler Fellowship Program 2023
Merola Opera Program 2021, 2022

JAVIER ARREY ♪
Baritone (Valdivia, Chile)
Voices of the Nightwatchmen
Recent and Upcoming: Schaunard in La Bohème (Metropolitan Opera); Alfo in Cavalleria Rusticana (Boston Lyric Opera); Germont in La Traviata (Opera Nacional de Chile)

KIDON CHOI ♪
Baritone (Seoul, South Korea)
Voices of the Nightwatchmen
San Francisco Opera Highlights:
Yamadori in Madame Butterfly
Recent and Upcoming: Prince Yamadori in Madame Butterfly (Metropolitan Opera); Herald in Otello (Metropolitan Opera); Castro in La Fanciulla del West (Metropolitan Opera); The Four Villains in Les Contes d’Hoffmann (Korea National Opera); Scarpia in Tosca (Opera San José); Montano in Otello (Cleveland Orchestra); Germont in La Traviata (Wolf Trap Opera); Jack Rance in La Fanciulla del West (Korean); Tonio in Pagliacci (North Carolina Opera); Marcello in La Bohème (Opera Idaho); title role of Rigoletto (Wolf Trap Opera)

JONGWON HAN ♪
Bass-Baritone (Seoul, South Korea)
Voices of the Nightwatchmen
San Francisco Opera Highlights:
The Bonze in Madame Butterfly; Colline in Bohème Out of the Box
Recent and Upcoming: The Bonze in Madame Butterfly (Palm Beach Opera); bass soloist in Handel’s Messiah; concerts in Osaka, Seoul, and New York
Adler Fellowship Program 2023
Merola Opera Program 2021, 2022

CHRISTOPHER NACHTRAB (Long Island, New York)
Solo Dancer
San Francisco Opera Highlights:
Recent and Upcoming: Current member of San Francisco Opera Dance Corps (tenured); co-founder of the artistic collaborative Capital Dance Project; formerly a tenured principal artist with Sacramento Ballet; featured artist with the Metropolitan Opera and Washington National Opera

ROY RALLO (Anaheim, California)
Stage Director
San Francisco Opera Highlights:
Director of Il Barbiere di Siviglia, The Barber of Seville for Families, Pilovaya Dama; San Francisco Opera staff director for 27 seasons
Recent and Upcoming: Revival Director of Il Trovatore (San Francisco Opera); Associate Director of Partenope (San Francisco Opera); Niloufar Talebi and Aleksandra Vrebalov’s Abraham in Flames (San Francisco’s Z Space); Schubert’s Winterreise (Le Chimera Project)
Founding member of Canada’s Le Chimera Project

IAN FALCONER (Ridgefield, Connecticut)
Costume Designer
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Turandot
Recent and Upcoming: Sets and costumes for The Nutcracker (Pacific Northwest Ballet); Author and illustrator of children’s books

ALAN BURRETT ♪ (London, England)
Original Lighting Designer
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Turandot
Recent and Upcoming: Production of Tristan und Isolde; Set and costume designer of Die Zauberflöte; Designer of The Rake’s Progress
Recipient of the San Francisco Opera Medal 2017

DAVID HOCKNEY (Bradford, England)
Production and Set Design
San Francisco Opera Highlights: Turandot
Recent and Upcoming: Exhibition of paintings of the seasons in Normandy (Royal Academy of Arts, London, Brussels, Istanbul, Chicago); David Hockney: Bigger & Closer (Not Smaller & Further Away), an immense immersive projection of the artist’s oeuvre in photography, painting, drawing, and opera design (London’s Lightroom, King’s Cross)
Recipient of the San Francisco Opera Medal 2017
Chénier
Revival Choreographer of Madame BUTTERFLY; Dance Master of Cleopatra
Don Giovanni, Eugene Onegin (Staatstheater Berlin; Britten’s Gloriana (Madrid’s Teatro Real); Ariodante (Vienna State Opera, Israeli Opera)
Revival Choreographer of La TRAVIATA (Barcelona’s Liceu, Welsh National Opera); Giulio CESARE (Glyndebourne Festival Opera); L’Elisir d’Amore (Glyndebourne); Rinaldo (Glyndebourne)

JOHN KEENE
(Lancaster, Pennsylvania)
Chorus Director
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Don Giovanni; Bright Sheng and David Henry Hwang’s Dream of the Red Chamber; Eun Sun Kim Conducts Verdi: John Adams’ Antony and Cleopatra; Eugene Onegin; Dialogues of the Carmelites; La Traviata; Orpheus and Eurydice
Recent and Upcoming: San Francisco Opera Chorus Director (Madame BUTTERFLY; Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego); Seattle Opera Head of Music Staff and Chorus Master (La BOHÈME, Die WALKÜRE, Verdi Requiem; CARMINA BURANA; RIGOLETTO; Tosca, ROMEO AND JULIET; THE RING CYCLE; CARMEN; TOSCA)

COLOM SEERY
(Dublin, Ireland)
Choreographer
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: Movement Director of John Adams’ Antony and Cleopatra; Choreographer and Dance Master of Madame BUTTERFLY; Revival Choreographer of Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg; Andrea CHÉNIER; Bright Sheng and David Henry Hwang’s Dream of the Red Chamber; Dance Master of Don Giovanni, Eugene ONEGIN, LA TRAVIATA, ORFEO ED EURIDICE
Recent and Upcoming: Choreographer of Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego (San Francisco Opera); Idomeneo (Staatstheater Berlin); Britten’s Gloriana (Madrid’s Teatro Real); Ariodante (Vienna State Opera, Israeli Opera)
Revival Choreographer of La TRAVIATA (Barcelona’s Liceu, Welsh National Opera); Giulio CESARE (Glyndebourne Festival Opera); L’Elisir d’Amore (Glyndebourne); Rinaldo (Glyndebourne)

Jonathan Dove’s Flight, Tosca, Rigoletto, La CENERENTOLA, Eugene ONEGIN, Porgy and Bess, The Turn of the Screw, Il TROVATORE, Carmen, Madame BUTTERFLY, Il BARBIERE DI SIVIGLIA. Così fan tutte, BÉATRICE ET BÉNÉDICT, AIDA)
Metropolitan Opera Laffont Competition and San Francisco Conservatory of Music Voice Concerto Competition judge
Instagram: @keenjohn

DAVE MAIER
(El Cerrito, California)
Fight Director
San Francisco Opera
Highlights: John Adams’ Carmen; Tosca; Antony and Cleopatra; Recent and Upcoming: Gabriela Lena Frank and Nilo Cruz’s El último sueño de Frida y Diego (San Francisco Opera); Tosca (Opera San José); Sweat (Center Repertory Company); Poor Yella Rednecks; Vietgone 2 (American Conservatory Theater); Exodus to Eden (Oakland Theater Project); ROMEO AND JULIET IN AMERICA (African-American Shakespeare Company); CYRANO (Aurora Theatre)

Recent and Upcoming: Carmen, Tosca; the Ring cycle; Pagliacci; Rigoletto; ROMEO AND JULIET; BILLY BUDD

The child choristers performing in this production are members of the San Francisco Girls Chorus (SFGC) and the San Francisco Boys Chorus (SFBBC). They are led by Valérie Sainte-Agathe, Artistic Director and Monica Baruch, Chorus School Level IV Director (SFGC); and Ian Robertson, Artistic Director and Todd Jolly, Assistant Chorus Director (SFBBC).

San Francisco Girls Chorus
Georgia Ballard
Samara Dluzak
Aram Kim
Lavanna Maharjan
Eliana Mercado
Mackenzie Pederson
Leonora Steward
Calista Stone
Anayah Tin
Sara Wolfe
Violet Wolfe
Ellie Wong

San Francisco Boys Chorus
Landon Chai
Roshan Chandran
Kenneth Chen
W. Patrick Ezell
Nathan Horwath
Solah Malik
Adrian Mann
Xavier Martinez
Edgar McConnell IV
Jacob Rainow
Oliver Stolte
Wawo Takahashi
The Future of Opera Continues in the 2023–24 Season

SUBSCRIBE TODAY FOR GREAT SEATS AT THE BEST PRICES
SINGLE TICKETS ON SALE JUNE 14
LEARN MORE SFOPERA.COM OR CALL (415) 864-3330

All performances feature English supertitles. All dates, prices, programs, artists, and productions subject to change. Tickets subject to availability. Illustrations/Brian Stauffer.
NEW EXHIBITION AT MUSEO ITALO AMERICANO

The vital role of San Francisco’s Italian community in fostering a love for opera in the Bay Area is celebrated in a new exhibition at the Museo Italo American in the Fort Mason Center. With text by Company Dramaturg Emeritus Kip Cranna and materials from San Francisco Opera’s Archives and the collections of Museum of Performance + Design, Bravo: Celebrating San Francisco Opera, Its Italian Roots and Legacy illuminates the art form’s local genesis during the Gold Rush and the contributions of Italian Americans to San Francisco Opera’s first century.

IN SONG: DANIELA MACK RELEASED JUNE 6

San Francisco Opera’s award-winning video portrait series, In Song, continues this month with an episode featuring Daniela Mack. Filmed on location in Buenos Aires, In Song: Daniela Mack follows the acclaimed mezzo-soprano’s artistic journey and musically paying homage to her native Argentina. Mack returns to the War Memorial Opera House stage on June 13 as Frida Kahlo in the Company premiere of El último sueño de Frida y Diego by composer Gabriela Lena Frank and librettist Nilo Cruz.
Your Guide to San Francisco Opera at the War Memorial Opera House

WELCOME! WE'RE SO PLEASED YOU'RE HERE.

CONNECT TO SAN FRANCISCO OPERA after the performance! Follow us on instagram, youtube, tiktok, or twitter @sfopera for your insider's look!

COAT CHECK
Check your coat at the north and south ends of the Main Lobby. For the safety and comfort of our audience, large bags are strongly discouraged and are subject to search.

DINING
Cafés: Enjoy a variety of sandwiches, snacks, and refreshments
• Café Express (Lower Level, Open 2 hours before curtain)
• Dress Circle Lounge (Level 3, South, Open 1 hour before curtain)

Restaurants: Dine pre-show or reserve a table for intermission.
PRELUDE AT THE OPERA HOUSE • Lower Lounge
Prelude at the Opera House (formerly known as The Café at the Opera) offers a changing seasonal buffet (including brunch) and elevated à la carte dishes.

NORTH BOX RESTAURANT AND BAR • North Mezzanine Level
Overlooking the magnificent main lobby, North Box Restaurant offers California cuisine with global influences and is an ideal destination for pre-performance and intermission dining.

Restaurants are open two hours prior to performances. Reservations are strongly recommended. Reserve a table online at sfopera.com/dine or by scanning the QR code, email operahousepreorder@ggcatering.com, or call (415) 861-8150 (email preferred over phone).

PRE-ORDER!
Avoid lines during intermission by pre-ordering beverages and snacks with a food and beverage server upon your arrival at any point of service.

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA SHOP
Take home a memento! Located in the South Mezzanine lobby, the Opera Shop sells branded merchandise, jewelry, books, and gift items. The Shop is open 90 minutes before performances, at intermissions, and afterward. All proceeds benefit San Francisco Opera.

ALL ARE WELCOME. HELP US MAKE SURE EVERYONE HAS A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE!
• Turn off all electronic devices during the performance, including digital watches and cell phones. We ask this out of respect for the artists and for everyone in the theater enjoying a live, in-the-moment experience.
• Take photos before, during intermission, during the bows, or after the performance, and leave cameras and recording devices off during performances.
• Enjoy food and drinks purchased onsite pre-show and during intermission, before entering the theater. You may bring drinks into the theater, but please be mindful of your fellow patrons.
• As a courtesy to those who may have fragrance allergies, please avoid wearing perfume or cologne.
• Get to know and enjoy this wonderful community of opera lovers. Say hello to one another pre-show, at intermission, or leaving the theater.

FIRST AID STATION
Our First Aid Station is located on the South Lower Level. In case of emergency, please ask the nearest usher to assist you.

ACCESSIBILITY
San Francisco Opera is committed to providing easy access for all of our patrons. If you need assistance for a future performance, please contact the Opera Box Office prior to your visit so that we can ensure your comfort.

For patrons using wheelchairs, San Francisco Opera offers wheelchair-accessible seats at a range of prices. All entrances at the War Memorial Opera House are wheelchair accessible. Wheelchair-accessible stalls in restrooms can be found on all floors (except the Main Lobby and 5th floor Balcony levels). Accessible drinking fountains are located on all floors except the Balcony Level.
LARGE-PRINT CAST SHEETS AND SYNOPSES
Visit the North Lobby coat check for large-print versions.

LISTENING DEVICES
Assistive listening devices are available at the North Lobby coat check. ID deposit required.

LIVE TITLES: TEXT-TO-VOICE SUPERTITLES
Headsets that provide a spoken version of the supertitles are available at the North Lobby coat check.

OPERA GLASSES
See the action up close and rent a pair of opera glasses for $5 at the North Lobby coat check. ID deposit is requested. Credit card only.

LOST AND FOUND
Items may be turned in or claimed at the North coat check during the performance. All unclaimed items are delivered to the War Memorial Performing Arts Center at 401 Van Ness Ave., Room 110. (415) 621-6600 (8 AM–5 PM, Monday–Friday).

RESTROOMS
Restrooms are located on all levels of the Opera House except on the Orchestra Level (Main Lobby).

RIDESHARE
Direct your rideshare service to pick up and drop off using the white loading zone at 455 Franklin Street (located behind the Opera House).

TAXI SERVICE
Patrons desiring a taxi after a performance should come to the Grove Street Taxi Ramp located on the south side of the Opera House. Taxis cannot be guaranteed as service is based on availability of licensed taxis. Please note the Taxi Ramp is not staffed.

IMPROVING YOUR SAFETY
Meet Your Civic Center Ambassadors!
As you leave the theater, be on the lookout for friendly community ambassadors in orange vests or coats along Grove Street. These ambassadors are there to assist you and escort you to and from the Opera House on performance days and evenings from 6:30–11:30pm.

SAN FRANCISCO WAR MEMORIAL AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
WAR MEMORIAL OPERA HOUSE
Owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco through the Board of Trustees of the War Memorial of San Francisco
The Honorable London N. Breed, Mayor

TRUSTEES
Thomas E. Horn, President
Gorretti Lo Lui, Vice-President
Sakurako Fisher
Stanlee Ray Gatti
Judge Quentin L. Kopp (Ret.)
Maryam Muduroglu
Joyce Newstat
Paul F. Pelosi
Lieutenant General Michael A. Rocco, USMC (Ret.)
Diane B. Wilsey
Brenda Wright
Rob Levin, Acting Managing Director
Elizabeth Murray, Managing Director Emerita

PATRONS, ATTENTION PLEASE! FIRE NOTICE: Please note the nearest exit. In an emergency, follow any lighted exit sign to the street. WALK, do not run, to the nearest exit. Disabled patrons, proceed to nearest elevator lobby and await assistance.

The San Francisco War Memorial acknowledges that we are on the unceded ancestral homeland of the Ramaytush Ohlone who are the original inhabitants of the San Francisco Peninsula. As guests, we recognize that we benefit from living and working on their traditional homeland. We wish to pay our respects by acknowledging the ancestors, elders and relatives of the Ramaytush Community and by affirming their sovereign rights as First Peoples.
INFORMATION SERVICES
Whitney Ward, Network Support Engineer
Lisa Bordachar, Senior Accountant
Jeff Amato, Consultant

ADMINISTRATION
Whitney Ward, General Director Emeritus
Mingsy Yan-Lau, Managing Director, Administration/Chief Financial Officer
Lee Helms, Director of Innovation Programs
Julia Inouye, Director of Communications
Troy Smith, Director of Marketing
Theresa Von Klug, Chief Operating Officer

FINANCE
Christopher Tom, Controller
Jess G. Perry, Senior Budget Manager
Mingsy Yan-Lau, Senior Accountant
Linda Rodriguez, Accounting Manager
Gracie Tang, Senior Accountant
Whitney Ward, Payroll Administrator

INFORMATION SERVICES
Paul Goetz, Systems Administrator
Steve Long, Network & Systems Administrator
Daniel Rivera-Quezada, Network Support Engineer
Sara Lee, Programmer/Analyst
Susan McConkey, Consultant

HUMAN RESOURCES
Timmy Yuen, Human Resources Manager
Paulette Piedad, Human Resources Generalist

ARCHIVES
Barbara Rominski, Director of Archives

ARTISTIC
Zackery Hayhurst, Artistic Planning Manager
Ilana Rainero-de Haan, Music Planning Manager
John Churchwell, Head of Music Staff
Vivian Wang, Music Planning Associate & Opera Librarian
Valentina Simi, Artist Services Coordinator
Devin Hinzo, Artistic Operations & Technology Coordinator

MUSIC STAFF
César Cañón, John Churchwell, Dennis Dubin, Patrick Furrer, Alden Gatt, José Luis Gutiérrez, Bryndon Hassman, Noah Lindquist, Geoffrey Loff, Vito Lombardi, William Long, Robert Mollicone, Matthew Piatt, Laura Poe, Ksenia Polstankina Barrad, Chris Reynolds, Teresa Rodriguez, Nathan Salazar, Blair Salter, Tamara Sanikidze, Peter Walsh, Maureen Zoltek

LANGUAGE COACHES
Radoslava Biancalana, Czech
Anja Burmeister, German
Alessandra Cattani, Italian
Patricia Kristof Møy, French
Lyne Soffer, English Diction

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA CENTER
Carrie-Ann Matheson, Artistic Director, San Francisco Opera Center
Markus Beam, General Manager, San Francisco Opera Center
Esther de Monteflores, Opera Center Coordinator

COMMUNICATIONS
Jeffery McMillan, Public Relations Director
Teresa Concepcion, Communications Manager

DEVELOPMENT
Tabitha Rowell, Interim Director of Development
Donna Batson, Director of Institutional Giving
Lisa Bordachar, Director of Prospect Research and Strategy
Duygu Güm, Director of Business Partnerships
Joanna Taber, Associate Director, Campaigns and Sponsorships
Maita Eyzaguirre, Chief Philanthropy Officer Associate

ANNUAL GIVING
Roya Clune, Director of Annual Giving

INDIVIDUAL AND LEADERSHIP GIVING
Jennifer Amato, Senior Individual Giving Officer
Gabriel Tanguay Ortega, Senior Individual Giving Officer
Alondra Orellana, Individual Giving Officer
Hannah Dworkin, Individual Giving Officer
Johann Joson, Individual & Leadership Associate
Maude Engström, Legacy Giving Associate

SPECIAL EVENTS
Karman Ferrell Pave, Director of Special Events
Katie Cagampan, Senior Manager, Special Events
Régine Jackson, Special Events Associate

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND COMMUNITY
Ryan Marchand, Interim Director of Community Engagement
Christabel Nunoo, Education Development Manager
Cole Thomason-Redus, Educational Content Curator
Chelbi Harvin-Dickens, Community Engagement Coordinator
Ettya Trinidad, Community Engagement Associate

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
Jordan Amann, General Director’s Associate
Rachael Smith, Executive Assistant to the Music Director
Tom Mulder, Special Assistant to the General Director
Celestine Ratchn-Rivera, Assistant to the Executive Offices
Elena Park, Strategic Advisor

MARKETING
Chi-Hsuan Yang, Associate Director of Analytics and Strategy
Michael Bragg, Marketing Manager, Digital Content
Tyler Cervini, Marketing Manager, Digital & Acquisition
Alyssa Feskanin, Marketing Manager, Email and Digital
Jen Fingal, Marketing Manager, Brand and Loyalty
Sophia Nguyen, Marketing Coordinator, Brand and Loyalty
Farrah Hammond, Marketing Manager, Engagement and Partnerships
Bill Murray, Marketing Manager, Web and E-Commerce
Adam Snellings, Art Director
Katya Zolfaghari, Creative Project Manager

BOX OFFICE
Jessica Fauer, Box Office Manager, Treasurer
Rebecca Page, Medallion Society Concierge Manager, Assistant Box Office Manager
Jennifer Pollock, Group Sales Manager, Assistant Treasurer
Charles McGraw, Christopher Mark, Assistant Treasurer
Emily Tilles, Subscriptions Manager, Assistant Treasurer
Roberto Bonilla, Phone Room Sales Manager, Subscriber Representative
Beverlee G. Hassid, Subscriber Representative
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 Jamye Divila Largent, House Manager
Marianice Dockus, Head Usher

Rodney Anderson, Marcelo Barbero, Armando Benutto, Stuart Bousel, Jan Brown, Danica Burt, Wendy Chang, Frank Chow, Kathy Dore, Martin Dias, Dave Doering, Jonathan Drogin, Mel DuFort, Bill Flanagan, Christine Ford, Jorge Gonzalez-Rodriguez, Chip Heath, Kate Juliana, Elaine Kawasaki, Kathleen Keeler, Eileen Keremitsis, Helen Kim, Ryszard Koprowski, Chris Largent, Bill Laschuk, Sharon Lee, Leland Leong, Marilyn Leong, Sadie Li, Julia Livesey, Lenore Long, Doug Luyendyk, Michael Mak, Dina Marshalek, Manuel Martinez, Julia Livesey, Lenore Long, Doug Luyendyk, Michael Mak, Dina Marshalek, Manuel Martinez, Leontyne Mbele-Mbong, Sam Mesinger, Michael Mak, Dina Marshalek, Manuel Martinez,

Ginny Lackner, Bob Nelson, Volunteer Usher, 50+ years of service

Hui Ming Wu, Show Maid

OPERA SHOP
Jay Stebley, Retail Manager
Susan Montana, Assistant Manager

MUSIC OPERATIONS
Matthew Buckman, Director of Music Operations
Kali Wilson, Associate Music Operations Director
Noelle Rolfesfanger, Senior Music Operations Associate
Cameron Daly, Music Operations Associate
Kip Cunnana, Dramaturg Emeritus

CHORUS AND BALLET
John Keene, Chorus Director
Fabrizio Corona, Associate Chorus Master

ORCHESTRA
Tracy Davis, Orchestra Manager
Kevin Myers, Orchestra Operations Manager
Carrie Weick, Orchestra Librarian
Emma Kosht, Assistant Orchestra Librarian

PATRON OPERATIONS
David Odenkirchen, Director of Patron Operations and Revenue Management
Jess Levy, Associate Director of Patron Data
Alix Josefski, Associate Director of Donor Services
Sarah Benjamin, Patron Data Assistant
Chivly Krouch, Donor Records Coordinator
Amir Magid, Donor Benefits Coordinator
Mark Wladika, Web Development Manager

PRODUCTION
Senior Production Staff Member

PRODUCTION ADMINISTRATION
Jeremy Patfield, Director of Production Operations & Media
Paul Dana, Support Services Coordinator
Sylvia Jiang, Production Finance Assistant
Ellen Presley, Special Projects Manager
Celine Strouts, Production Operations Manager

AUDIO
Doug Mitchell, Master Audio/Video Engineer
Ziggy Tomcich, Assistant Master Audio/Video Engineer

CARPENTRY
David Hatch, Master Carpenter
Mark Baumann, Assistant Master Carpenter
Christopher Davis, Wilsey Center Head

COSTUME DEPARTMENT
Daniele McCartan, Costume Director
Jai Allitzer, Costume Shop Manager
David Doré, Senior Production Accountant
Galen Tilly, Senior Production Supervisor

ELECTRICS
Leon Parsons, Master Electrician
Michael Anderson, Assistant Master Electrician
Russell E. Adamson III, Lighting and Projection Systems Administrator

FIGHT DIRECTION
Dave Maier, Fight Director

LIGHTING
Justin Partier, Lighting Director
Davida Tkach, Assistant Lighting Designer
Siobhan Stealth, Assistant Lighting Designer
Martin Benesh, Lighting Intern

MEDIA
Jodi Gage, Media Producer

PROPERTIES
Lori Harrison, Master of Properties
Frederick Wielandt, Assistant Master of Properties

REHEARSAL
Marin Venturi, Rehearsal Department Director
Savannah Criswell, Rehearsal Administrator
Jacob Zdunich, Rehearsal Coordinator: Personnel
Liz R. Ray, Rehearsal Coordinator: Administration
Sadie Black, Rehearsal Assistant
Heather Kelly-Laws, Rehearsal Assistant

SCENE SHOP
John Del Bono, Scene Shop Foreman
Steve McNally, Scenic Artist in Charge

STAGING STAFF
Darin Burnett, Production Stage Manager
Darin Burnett, Jennifer Harber, Jayme O’Hara, Thea Railey, Stage Managers

Ian Andrew Askew, Jose Maria Condeimi, E. Reed Fisher, Jennifer Harber, Dan Wallace Miller, Roy Rallo, Morgan Robinson, Stephanie Smith, Assistant Stage Directors

Collette Berg, Jonathan S. Campbell, Victoria Klockenga, Jimmy Marcheso, Jayme O’Hara, Thea Railey, Anna Reetz, Assistant Stage Managers

Colm Seery, Dance Master

TECHNICAL DIRECTION
Erik Walstad, Technical and Safety Director
Ryan O’Sheen, Production Manager
Lawren Gregory, Assistant Technical Director

WARDROBE
Tony Gorzycki, Head of Wardrobe
Cynthia Fusco, Carol Horaitis, Robert Horek, David McKain, Wardrobe Assistants

WIG, HAIR, & MAKEUP
Jeanna Parham, Department Head of Wigs, Hair, and Makeup
Christina Martin, Assistant Department Head of Wigs, Hair, and Makeup

Dr. Myron Marx, Company Medical Adviser
Seyfarth Shaw LLP, Counsel
Armanino LLP, Independent Public Accountants
UCSF doctors:
Dr. George Rutherford,
Dr. Mark Almond,
Dr. Robert Harrison,
Dr. Sanziana Roman,
Dr. Clark Rosen

Asero Insurance Services, Insurance Brokers

Cory Weaver, Official Photographer
Yamaha is the Official Piano of San Francisco Opera

Pianos supplied by Piedmont Piano
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San Francisco Opera extends its gratitude and appreciation to the following labor organizations whose members, artists, and craftspeople make possible our performances.

American Federation of Musicians, Local 6
American Guild of Musical Artists, Inc.
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, Local 16
Theatrical Wardrobe Union, Local 784, I.A.T.S.E
Make-Up Artists and Hair Stylists Union, Local 706, I.A.T.S.E
The Art Directors Guild & Scenic, Title and Graphic Artists Local 800

United Scenic Artists Local USA – 829, I.A.T.S.E.
Box Office and Front of House Employees Union, Local B-18
**Orchestra**

Eun Sun Kim, Music Director

**FIRST VIOLIN**

Kay Stern, Concertmaster
Laura Albers, Associate Concertmaster
Heidi Wilcox,
Acting Associate Concertmaster
Jennifer Cho,
Acting Assistant Concertmaster

Dawn Harms
Mariya Borozina
Barbara Riccardi
Dian Zhang
Leonid Igudesman
Jennifer Hsieh
Asuka Annie Yano
Wenyi Shih
Jooyeon Kong

**SECOND VIOLIN**

Jeremy Preston, Principal
Martha Simonds, Associate Principal
Beni Shinhara, Assistant Principal
Eva Karasik
Leslie Ludena
Maya Cohon
Craig Reiss
Heegeun Song

**CELLO**

Thalia Moore, Acting Principal
Peter Myers,
Acting Associate Principal
Nora Pirquet,
Acting Assistant Principal
Emil Miland
Victoria Ehrlich
Ruth Lane
Eric Sung
Miriam Perkoff

**BASS**

Joseph Lescher, Principal
Jonathan Lancellle,
Associate Principal
Steven D’Amico,
Assistant Principal
Shinji Eshima
Evan Hillis

**FLUTE**

Julie McKenzie, Principal
Susan Kang
Stephanie McNab

**PICCOLO**

Stephanie McNab

**OBOE**

Mingjia Liu, Principal
Gabriel Young, Associate Principal
Benjamin Brogadir

**ENGLISH HORN**

Benjamin Brogadir

**CLARINET**

Jose Gonzalez Granero, Principal
Joanne Burke Eisler,
Assistant Principal
Sean Krissman
Anthony Striplen
Junghwan Lee

**BASS CLARINET**

Anthony Striplen
Junghwan Lee

**BASSOON**

Rufus Olivier, Principal
Daniel MacNeill
Michael Severance
Shawn Jones

**CONTRABASSOON**

Michael Severance
Shawn Jones

**FRENCH HORN**

Kevin Rivard, Principal
Keith Green
Brian McCarty, Associate Principal
Phillip Palmore
Meredith Brown
Caitlyn Smith-Franklin

**TRUMPET**

Adam Luftman, Principal
Scott Macomber
John Pearson

**TROMBONE**

Samuel Schlosser, Principal
Michael Cox
David Ridge

**BASS TROMBONE**

David Ridge, Principal

**TUBA/CIMBASSO**

Zachariah Spellman, Principal

**PERCUSSION**

Wenyi Shih
Jooyeon Kong

**LIBRARIAN**

Carrie Weick
Emma Kosht, Assistant Librarian

**ADDITIONAL MUSICIANS**

Friedrich Kern, glass harmonica
Andrew King, celeste
Yang Lin, organ
Chris Reynolds, celeste
Marika Yasuda, piano

**ORCHESTRA MANAGER**

Tracy Davis
Kevin Myers,
Orchestra Operations Manager

† = Leave of absence
* = Principal for one or more Summer season operas
^ = Season Substitute

**FIRST VIOLIN**

Kay Stern, Concertmaster
Laura Albers, Associate Concertmaster
Heidi Wilcox,
Acting Associate Concertmaster
Jennifer Cho,
Acting Assistant Concertmaster

Dawn Harms
Mariya Borozina
Barbara Riccardi
Dian Zhang
Leonid Igudesman
Jennifer Hsieh
Asuka Annie Yano
Wenyi Shih
Jooyeon Kong

**SECOND VIOLIN**

Jeremy Preston, Principal
Martha Simonds, Associate Principal
Beni Shinhara, Assistant Principal
Eva Karasik
Leslie Ludena
Maya Cohon
Craig Reiss
Heegeun Song

**CELLO**

Thalia Moore, Acting Principal
Peter Myers,
Acting Associate Principal
Nora Pirquet,
Acting Assistant Principal
Emil Miland
Victoria Ehrlich
Ruth Lane
Eric Sung
Miriam Perkoff

**BASS**

Joseph Lescher, Principal
Jonathan Lancellle,
Associate Principal
Steven D’Amico,
Assistant Principal
Shinji Eshima
Evan Hillis

**FLUTE**

Julie McKenzie, Principal
Susan Kang
Stephanie McNab

**PICCOLO**

Stephanie McNab

**OBOE**

Mingjia Liu, Principal
Gabriel Young, Associate Principal
Benjamin Brogadir

**ENGLISH HORN**

Benjamin Brogadir

**CLARINET**

Jose Gonzalez Granero, Principal
Joanne Burke Eisler,
Assistant Principal
Sean Krissman
Anthony Striplen
Junghwan Lee

**BASS CLARINET**

Anthony Striplen
Junghwan Lee

**BASSOON**

Rufus Olivier, Principal
Daniel MacNeill
Michael Severance
Shawn Jones

**CONTRABASSOON**

Michael Severance
Shawn Jones

**FRENCH HORN**

Kevin Rivard, Principal
Keith Green
Brian McCarty, Associate Principal
Phillip Palmore
Meredith Brown
Caitlyn Smith-Franklin

**TRUMPET**

Adam Luftman, Principal
Scott Macomber
John Pearson

**TROMBONE**

Samuel Schlosser, Principal
Michael Cox
David Ridge

**BASS TROMBONE**

David Ridge, Principal

**TUBA/CIMBASSO**

Zachariah Spellman, Principal

**PERCUSSION**

Wenyi Shih
Jooyeon Kong

**LIBRARIAN**

Carrie Weick
Emma Kosht, Assistant Librarian

**ADDITIONAL MUSICIANS**

Friedrich Kern, glass harmonica
Andrew King, celeste
Yang Lin, organ
Chris Reynolds, celeste
Marika Yasuda, piano

**ORCHESTRA MANAGER**

Tracy Davis
Kevin Myers,
Orchestra Operations Manager

† = Leave of absence
* = Principal for one or more Summer season operas
^ = Season Substitute

**Corps Dancers**

Colm Seery, Dance Master

Alysia Chang -
Vincent Chavez
Brett Conway
Jamie Lynn Duggan
Blanche Hampton
Joseph A. Hernandez
James Johnson
Bryan Ketron
Luke Lazzaro
Felipe Leon
Rachel Speidel Little
Marlayna Elyse Locklear
Damon Mahoney

Micah Moch
Christopher Nachtrab
Jekyns Pelaye
Maxwell Simoes
Marcos Vedovetto
Michael Wells

^ Tenured
† Tenured Dancer
on Leave of Absence
- Resident Corps
* Solo Role

**Supernumeraries**

Stacey Chien
Eric Corcoran
Eric New
Maya Galicia
Jen Halley-Soule
Priscilla Lore
Idalia Ramos
Rosa Robada
Alex Romelfanger
Anthony Sabedra
Eldaena Salinas
Ross Uchiumra
Viva Young Maguire
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Backstage Personnel

COSTUME SHOP
Jai Altizer (22),
Costume Shop Manager
Galen Till (18),
Senior Production Supervisor
Lyre Alston,
Production Supervisor
Manuel Gutierrez (23),
Production Coordinator
Sally Thomas (23),
Master Tailor
Amy Ashton-Keller (29),
Senior Draper
Amy Ashton-Keller (29),
Senior Dyer
Senior Milliner
Paula Wheeler (31),
Draper
Nicolas Chacon,
CORE CREW
Yesenia Villenasenor, Robert Whitehurst

WARDROBE DEPARTMENT
Sarah Ellen Smith, Charles Sullivan,
WARDROBE DEPARTMENT
Hoa Fong (24), Gillian Haratani (11),
COSTUME TECHNICIANS
Robyn Marsh, Victoria Mortimer,
SHOES
Jennifer O’Neill (10),

SCENE SHOP
Dennis Forry,
SCENIC ART DEPARTMENT
Lauren Abrams
Christian Martinez,
Carpentry
Michael Accurso (32),
Night Crew Foreman
Dominic Casazza (19),
Assitant Key Flyman
Gabriel Castellani (12),
Automation Key
Michael Chapman (10),
Key
Dennis Criswell
Paul Delatorre (23),
Key
Greg Harsha (23),
Key
Geoffrey R. Heron (15)
Geoffrey W. Heron (28),

ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
Eugene Ahn,
Gel Room
Juan Aldana (18)
Joni Ben-Yisrael,
John Boatwright (35),
House Head Electrician
Ariel Bott,
Assistant Key Stage Left
Erik Docktor (15),
Projection Programmer
Amy Domjan,
Layout Electrician
Stephen Echerd (19)
Will Grunig (20)
Robert Haycock,
Key Stage Right
Ana Gabriela Hernandez-McKig
Geoff Heron (13),
Pyro Technician
Bernard Honigman (23),
Key Light Board Operator
Karen Jine
Brendan Kierans,
Electric Shop Foreman

CAVITY ART DEPARTMENT
Michael Accurso (32),
Night Crew Foreman
Dominic Casazza (19),
Assitant Key Flyman
Gabriel Castellani (12),
Automation Key
Michael Chapman (10),
Key
Dennis Criswell
Paul Delatorre (23),
Key
Greg Harsha (23),
Key
Geoffrey R. Heron (15)
Geoffrey W. Heron (28),

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
Scott Barringer (22),
Key
Chrisy Carter
James Eldredge (18),
Shop Mechanic
Hilary Engelman
Andy Falkner
Qris Fry
Patricia Hewett (15),
Assistant Key
Myron Seth Isacs (22),
Key
Mark Kotschnig (20),
Key
John Matlock,
Assistant Key
Beth Ozarow (26),
Out of House Key
Tara Pellack
Dawn Roth-Golden
Gretchen Scharfenberg
Sarah Shores (15),
Shop Mechanic
Morgan Womble-Dahl

PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
Scott Barringer (22),
Key
Christy Carter
James Eldredge (18),
Shop Mechanic
Hilary Engelman
Andy Falkner
Qris Fry
Patricia Hewett (15),
Assistant Key
Myron Seth Isacs (22),
Key
Mark Kotschnig (20),
Key
John Matlock,
Assistant Key
Beth Ozarow (26),
Out of House Key
Tara Pellack
Dawn Roth-Golden
Gretchen Scharfenberg
Sarah Shores (15),
Shop Mechanic
Morgan Womble-Dahl

AUDIO DEPARTMENT
Emad Dajani
Christine Dunke
Kimberly Giss, Key
Tod Nixon, Key (24)
Bryan Olson

MEDIA DEPARTMENT
Chris Dulmage
Steven Gianfermo
Michael Hanchett
Mitchell Kell,
Video Editor
Neal Morrison
Elliott Rice
Brian Shemet
Uwe Willenbacher (14),
Audio Editor

STUDIO TEACHERS
Donnell Barnes
Carolyn Crimley
Susan Gill
Rhona Gordon
Dana Gray
Lu Hadar
Martha Harris
Karen Kindig
Victoria Northridge

WRANGLERS
Sadie Black
Kate Juliana
Heather Kelly-Laws
Sergey Khalikulov
Liz Pasha
Diana Young

Employees who have served the Company for more than ten years are listed with their years of service.
San Francisco Opera Orchestra

Kay Stern  
Concertmaster

Laura Albers  
Associate Concertmaster

Heidi Wilcox  
Acting Associate Concertmaster

Jennifer Cho  
Acting Assistant Concertmaster

Dawn Harms  
First Violin

Mariya Borozina  
First Violin

Barbara Riccardi  
First Violin

Dian Zhang  
First Violin

Leonid Igudesman  
First Violin

Jennifer Hsieh  
First Violin

Asuka Annie Yano  
First Violin

Jeremy Preston  
Principal Second Violin

Martha Simonds  
Associate Principal Second Violin

Beni Shinohara  
Assistant Principal Second Violin

Eva Karasik  
Second Violin

Leslie Ludena  
Second Violin

Maya Cohon  
Second Violin

Craig Reiss  
Second Violin

Heeguen Song  
Second Violin

Carla Maria Rodrigues  
Principal Viola

Joy Fellows  
Acting Associate Principal, Viola

Patricia Heller  
Viola

Jonna Hervig  
Viola

Natalia Vershilova  
Viola

Elizabeth Prior  
Viola

Thalia Moore  
Acting Principal Cello

Peter Myers  
Acting Assistant Principal, Cello

Nora Pirquet  
Acting Assistant Principal, Cello

Emil Miland  
Cello

Victoria Ehrlich  
Cello

Ruth Lane  
Cello

Eric Sung  
Cello

Joseph Lescher  
Principal Bass

Jonathan Lancetle  
Associate Principal Bass
SAN FRANCISCO OPERA ORCHESTRA CONTINUED

Steven D’Amico
Assistant Principal Bass

Shinji Eshima
Bass

Julie McKenzie
Principal Flute

Stephanie McNab
Principal Oboe

Mingjia Liu
Principal Flute & Piccolo

Gabriel Young
Acting Principal Oboe

Jose Gonzalez Granero
Principal Clarinet

Joanne Burke Eisler
Assistant Principal Clarinet

Anthony Striplen
Clarinet & Bass Clarinet

Rufus Olivier
Principal Bassoon

Michael Severance
Bassoon & Contrabassoon

Kevin Rivard
Principal Horn

Keith Green
Horn

Brian McCarty
Associate Principal Horn

Adam Luftman
Principal Trumpet

John Pearson
Trumpet

Scott Macomber
Trumpet Regular Substitute

Samuel Schlosser
Principal Trombone

David Ridge
Principal Bass Trombone

Zachariah Spellman
Tuba/Cimbasso

John Burgardt
Timpani

Patricia Niemi
Acting Principal Percussion

Tracy Davis
Orchestra Manager

Carrie Weick
Librarian

Most photos by John Martin.
Not pictured: Jooeyon Kong (Violin), Emily Liu (Viola), Yi Zhou (Viola), Miriam Perlroff (Cello), Evan Hils (Bass), Susan Kong (Flute), Benjamin Brogadir (Oboe), Sean Krisman (Clarinet), Junghwan Lee (Clarinet), Shawn Jones (Bassoon), Phillip Palmore (Horn), Michael Cox (Trombone), Victor Adviertoa (Percussion), Annabelle Taubl (Harp), Kevin Myers (Orchestra Operations Manager), Emma Kosht (Assistant Librarian)
San Francisco Opera Regular Chorus

Nadima Avakian
Soprano

Kathleen Bayler
Soprano

Cheryl Cain
Soprano

Sara Colburn
Soprano

Claire Kelm
Soprano

Crystal Kim
Soprano

Elisabeth Rom Lucio
Soprano

Liesl McPherrin
Soprano

Angela Eden Moser
Soprano

Rachelle Perry
Soprano

Carole Schaffer
Soprano

Jesslyn Thomas
Soprano

Buffy Baggott
Mezzo-Soprano

Janet Campbell
Mezzo-Soprano

Edith Dowd
Mezzo-Soprano

Insert Stella Hannock
Mezzo-Soprano

Silvie Jensen
Mezzo-Soprano

Sally Mouzon
Mezzo-Soprano

Sarah Nadreau
Mezzo-Soprano

Erin Neff
Mezzo-Soprano

Laurel Cameron
Mezzo-Soprano

Whitney Steele
Mezzo-Soprano

C. Michael Belle
Tenor

Alan Cochran
Tenor

Kevin Gino
Tenor

Daniel Harper
Tenor

Christopher Jackson
Tenor

Michael Jankosky
Tenor

Phillip Pickens
Tenor

Chester Pidduck
Tenor

Jonathan Smucker
Tenor

Andrew Truett
Tenor

William Lee Bryan
Baritone

Anders Fröhlich
Baritone

Andrew Thomas
Baritone
San Francisco Opera Corps Dancers

Jamielyn Duggan
Brett Conway
Blanche Hampton
Bryan Ketron
Leave of Absence
Rachel Speidel Little
Leave of Absence
Christopher Nachtrab
Jekyns Peláez

Chiharu Shibata

Most photos by John Martin.
Carole Schafer by Pamela Dale and Jonathan Smucker by Lisa Keating.
2023 Adler Fellows

As Adler Fellows, emerging singers and pianists receive rigorous individualized coaching as well as opportunities to cover and perform roles in mainstage performances. Our Adler Friends and Sponsors play a vital role in their training, nurturing the talent and creativity of these budding artists and ensuring they reach their full potential as part of the program. We are extremely grateful for our Friends of Adler and Adler Sponsor support received between August 1, 2021 and May 7, 2023. For more information about sponsorship opportunities, please call Hannah Dworkin at (415) 565-3260.

Mezzo-Soprano
GABRIELLE BETEAG
Atlanta, Georgia
Second-year Adler
Sponsored by
Peggy & Boyce Nute

Soprano
ARIANNA RODRIGUEZ
Fairfax, Virginia
First-year Adler
Sponsored by
Helen Berggruen,
for Five Arts Foundation

Tenor
VICTOR CARDAMONE
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Second-year Adler
Sponsored by
Valerie Crane Dorfman

Soprano
MIKAYLA SAGER
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Second-year Adler
Sponsored by
Anna & Steven Fieler

Tenor
EDWARD GRAVES
Oxon Hill, Maryland
Second-year Adler
Sponsored by
Karen Eames

Bass-Baritone
JONGWON HAN
Seoul, South Korea
First-year Adler
Sponsored by
The Diana Dollar Knowles Fund
for Emerging Artists

Soprano
OLIVIA SMITH
Penticton, British Columbia, Canada
First-year Adler
Sponsored by
Julie Dickson, Neil & Elsa S. Pering

Pianist/Coach
YANG LIN
Shanghai, China
First-year Adler

Pianist/Coach
MARIKA YASUDA
Williamsburg, Virginia
Second-year Adler
Sponsored by
Karen J. Kubin

“I strongly believe that every young artist needs to go through this experience, not only to grow as an artist but to also understand the intricacies of the business of opera. The guidance and tools I was provided during the Adler Program have served me and continue to serve me as I navigate my career.” —Amina Edris, soprano and Cleopatra in the world premiere production of John Adams’ Antony and Cleopatra

Mezzo-Soprano
NIKOLA PRINZ
Oakland, California
First-year Adler
Sponsored by
James A. Heagy,
in memory of Jayne Heagy

SPONSORS

Friends of the Adlers

Chris & Jennifer Brahm
Joyce & William Brantman Foundation

Alan R. & Sally J. Brudos

Ms. Carolyn Carse & Mr. Alexander L. Brainerd

Janet Cluff

Leonard & Marie Collins

Denise M. Culler

Lisa Endberg & Dennis Gibbons

Mary & Tom* Foote

Barbara B. Friede

Donald E. & Patricia D. Frischmann

Bernice E. Greene

Joseph H. Harris, Jr.

Peggy Hiel

Mr. David S. Hugle & Mr. Haggai Niv

Fred Karren

Jeanie Kaufman

Drs. Phyllis A. Kemper & David D. Stein

Victoria Kirby

Ms. Katharine Lange

Sylvia R. Lindsey

Bernice Lindstrom,
in memory of John W. Lindstrom

Cheryl Samantha & Laurence Lyons

Jean & Lindsay MacDermaid

Betty Maddux, in memory of Ed Koester

Deborah Marian, Tax CPA, EA

Robert Meadows & Dennis Otto

Mr. Robert B. Mison

Don & Rene Morgan

Alice Ames Morison & Dr. Oakley Hewitt*

Ronald D. Morrison

David & Marilyn Nasatir

Paul Nordine

Mr. Glenn H. Reid

Barbara J. Ross

Bob & Terri Ryan

Deborah & Paul Sagues

San Francisco Opera Guild/East Bay Chapter

Felipe R. Santiago & Barry T. Joseph

Sondra Schlesinger

Barbara L. Traisman

Ms. Diana Yee

Anonymous

Adler Affiliate Sponsors

Dara & Richard Bastoni

Peter & Jayne Davis

Dianne A. Fowler

Mary & Craig* Henderson

Fred M. Levin, The Shenson Foundation

Mary & Craig* Henderson

Sondra Schlesinger

Barbara L. Traisman

Moya & Aloysha Vrzhibsky

Carol A. Wels

Anonymous

Adler Program Sponsors

Brigid S. Barton

Helen Berggruen

Mrs. Valerie M. Crane Dorfman

Julie Dickson

The Charles D. & Frances K. Field Fund

Anna & Steven Fieler

Frances K. & Charles D. Field Foundation

James A. Heagy, in memory of Jayne Heagy

The Diana Dollar Knowles Fund

for Emerging Artists

Karen J. Kubin

Mrs. James K. McWilliams

Teresa & Mark Medearis

Peggy & Boyce Nute

Neil & Elsa S. Pering

Anonymous

Adler Program Endowment Gifts

Phyllis Edwards Scholarship Fund

The Clara Mae Turner-Hoffmann &
Frank Hoffmann Endowment Fund

Ralph R. Michaelis Estate

Bernard & Barbara Osher

Mrs. Edward W. Rossdon*

William Randolph Hearst Young Artist Fund

Anonymous

* deceased
The Endowment Fund

San Francisco honors with gratitude those whose endowment contributions, received through May 7, 2023, have generously provided the Company with the financial stability and assurance to be the most exciting force in opera today and in the future.

NAMED FUNDS
William Randolph Hearst Young Artists Fund
Francesca Deering Howe Principal Artist Fund
Caroline H. Humé Music Director Fund
Burgess & Elizabeth Jameson Fund
Pitch & Cathie Johnson Student Ticket Fund
The Diana Dollar Knowles Fund
Fund for Emerging Artists
Edmund W. & Jeannik Méméq Littlefield Fund
Bernard Osher Endowment Fund
Jordan Joseph Popkin Opera Outreach Fund
Madeleine H. Russell
Night at the Opera Fund
Thomas Tillon Production Fund
Phyllis C. Wattis Opera Fund
Phyllis C. Wattis Fund for New Productions
Phyllis C. Wattis Fund for the Opera Center
Phyllis C. Wattis Fund
for the Maintenance of the Opera House
Phyllis C. Wattis Opera Fund for Tickets
Patricia Yukiwii Endowment Fund

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
$1,000,000 AND MORE
Norby Anderson
Dr. Ross Armstrong Estate
Andrew J. Bellotti*
Mr. & Mrs. William’ K. Bowes, Jr.
Bette, Jean Clute Estate
Columbia Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. William M. Coughran
Franklin C. Deters Estate
Jerome L. & Thao N. Dostson, in honor of David Gockley
Ray J. Dagmar Dolby
Berke Bialek Elliott
Keith & Priscilla Geeslin
John A. & Cynthia Fry Gunn
Mr. & Mrs. James Heagey
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation
The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
Francesca Deering Howe Estate
The Humé Family
Dora Donner Ide Estate
Barbara K. Jackson
Burgess & Elizabeth Jameson
Mr. & Mrs. C. Bradford Jeffries
Franklin & Catherine Johnson
Mr. Lawrence A. Kern
The Diana Dollar Knowles Trust
Norman T. Larson Estate
Jeanik Méméq Littlefield’
Lorry I. Lokey*
Steven M. Menzies
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Zderic

COMPOSERS’ CIRCLE
$500,000–$999,999
N. Joseph Bernardi Estate
Mai G. Coggins Estate
Mr. & Mrs. Reid W. Dennis
Lisa Endberg & Dennis Gibbons
Mr. & Mrs. Noel Fenton
Francis Goldsmith Trust
Richard B. Gump Estate
Claramae Turner Hoffmann Estate
Sylvia & John Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. David Packard
Jefferson Peyster Estate
Mr. William R. Stensrud &
Mrs. Suzanne Vaucher
K. Hart Smith Estate
Harry J. Wagner Estate

LIBRETTISTS’ CIRCLE
$250,000–$499,999
Carole B. Berg Estate
Antila Uhi Brothers Estate
Carol & Dixon Doll
Ms. Ginger Dostrow*
Phyllis Edwards Estate
Dr. Maurice Eliaiser, Jr. Estate,
in memory of Stella & Maurice Eliaiser
Robertta Empey Estate
Peter Fenton
Janet C. Griffiths*
Dr. Samuel C. Hughes Estate
James Irvine Foundation
in honor of Myron Du Bain
Susan & Eric Johnstone
Karen J. Kubin
Theilma Marken*
Miss Vivenne E. Miller
Suzanne N. Mueller
R. Earl Robinson Fund
Ruth C. Samson Estate
Bettty & Jack Schafer
Claudia Stoop Estate
Earl H. Teas Trust
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Zderic

CONDUCTORS’ CIRCLE
$100,000–$249,999
Betty Basham*
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Bryan
Jack Calhoun & Trent Norris
Chevron USA
Mrs. Sheldon Cooper Estate
in memory of Robert ‘Tatt’ Miller
Valerie & Paul’ Crane Dorfman
Ms. Leonie Darwin*
Delia Fieldshackler Ehrich Estate
Robert W. Earing
Derek M. Fairman Estate
Charles D. Field Estate
R. Gaim Fillis Foundation
William W. Godward
Mr. & Mrs. William Ham II
Hewlett-Packard Company
Holmes Foundation
Hugh Keenan Estate
Donald Khulke Trust
Dr. Susan Kroll & Mr. Mark R. Kroll
Mr. James Ross*
Lorraine Jones Estate
Anne & Timothy Kahn
Sidney & Vivian Konigsberg
Edith Kosland Estate
Elizabeth Katherine Lady Estate
M.E. Lorenzo Estate
Letha Ann Martin
McBean Family Foundation
Patrick McCabe
Mrs. James K. McWilliams
Florence N. Mel Estate
Kari & Kristen Mills
Marie J. Niemann Estate
The Hon. & Mrs. William Jr.
Alisa C. Pender Estate
Patricia Peters*
Mary & Bill Poland

DIVAS’ CIRCLE
$50,000–$99,999
Marguerite Arens Estate
Gertrude Baker Trust
Bank of America Foundation
Katherine P. Blyth Estate
Frank A. Campini Foundation
Carter Hawley Hale Stores, Inc.
Del Monte Corporation
Mr. & Mrs. Dewey Donnell
Fireman’s Fund American Foundation
Fleshacker Foundation
Lawrence Foster Estate
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Fromm
I. Patrick Gallagher Fund
William G. Gilmore Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Harris
Marco P. Hellerman Estate
Mary & Craig Henderson
Mrs. Griffith Henshaw Estate
Hewlett-Packard Foundation
Marion Prentice Huntington Estate
Joan J. Jacobs*
Efflelen Jeffries Estate
G. William Jewell Estate
Lorraine Jones Estate
Anne & Timothy Kahn
Sidney & Vivian Konigsberg
Sara J. Lyle & Chantel Minter
McBean Foundation
Patrick McCabe
Mrs. James K. McWilliams
Florence N. Mel Estate
Kari & Kristen Mills
Marie J. Niemann Estate
The Hon. & Mrs. William Jr.
Alisa C. Pender Estate
Patricia Peters*
Mary & Bill Poland

ARTISTS’ CIRCLE
$25,000–$49,999
Eveline Axton
Mr. & Mrs. David Packard
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert H. Dedo
Edward P. Eassa Trust
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Edwards
Sidney M. Elghanian
David B. Felch Estate
Barbara Marie Fontaine Estate
Hilda Gard Trust
Frank Gerbode
Eleanor Gulford
Vija Hogyard
William S. & Vivienne Howe Estate
Bruce Hyman’ & Simone Gunne
Mrs. Frederick Kohlenberg
Marion R. Kramer, M.D.*
Sue & Thomas Larsen
David B. Lingo—The Centim Fund
Edward Maker II Estate
Rusell J. Matthias Estate
Diana L. McClure Estate
Naomi Maryann McHugh Estate
Teresa & Mark Medearis
Mr. Robert B. Mison
Morris Trust
Heidi Münzinger & John Shott
Lousette C. Murdoch Estate
Agda Eleonora Olson Estate
Pacific Lighting Corporation
Pacific Televisi
Christopher Page 1985 Trust
Deborah Pentz Trust
Mr. & Mrs. Louis A. Petri
Agnes D. Porter Estate
Retail Dry Goods Association of
San Francisco
Randall E. Reynoso & Martin Casmess
R.C. Samson Estate
Aloka Banerjea & Sonchita Banerjea Saxena,
in memory of Upal Banerjea
Casley L. Scott
Mr. John L. Seaver*
Dr. A. Jess Shenson
Emmett G. Solomon
Lynda Spence*
Marvin Tanigawa’

* deceased
**ENDOWMENT FUND CONTINUED**

Jonas Waxman*
Wells Fargo Bank
Zucchi Family Trust
Anonymous

**MUSICIANS’ CIRCLE**
$10,000–$24,999

*Nerzig Apkarian Estate*
*Wells Fargo Bank*
*Zucchi Family Trust*
*Anonymous*

**MUSICIANS’ CIRCLE**
$10,000–$24,999

*Nerzig Apkarian Estate*
*Roy Backus Estate*
*Mr. J. P. Barger*
*Mrs. Grieff Henshaw*
*Mr. & Mrs. Reuben W. Hills*
*Milan Milton Holdorf Estate*
*Mr. Arnold A. Grossman*

San Francisco Opera is grateful to Foundations, Government agencies, and Corporations that generously make possible our mainstage productions, special concerts, free community engagement events, young artist professional training programs, and our Diversity, Equity and Community initiatives. These grants, received between August 1, 2021 and May 7, 2023, along with sponsorships are important imprimaturs and help leverage additional support.

**CORPORATIONS**

**Accenture — San Francisco**

**Alto**
The Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.

**Bloomberg Philanthropies**
Chevron

**Coterie Cathedral Hill**

**Giants Enterprises Llc**

**JPMorgan Chase & Co**
Jurika, Mills & Keifer

**Kaiser Permanente**

**Neiman Marcus, Union Square**

**San Francisco Opera Guild/East Bay Chapter**

**Schoenberg Family Foundation**

**Sereno - Christie's International Real Estate**

**Tiffany & Co.**

**TriplePoint Capital**

**Wells Fargo Foundation**

**FOUNDATION AND GOVERNMENT**

William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation
Joyce and William Brantman Foundation
The Mervyn L. Brenner Foundation
Carol Franc Buck Foundation
Frank A. Campini Foundation
The Edgar Foster Daniels Foundation
The Louise M. Davies Foundation
The Charles D. & Frances K. Field Fund
Frances K. & Charles D. Field Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation for the Arts
John and Marcia Goldman Foundation

**Lisa & Douglas Goldman Fund**

**Mimi and Peter Haas Fund**

**Walter & Elise Haas Fund**

**The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation**

**The William G. Irwin Charity Foundation**

**The Kingsley Foundation**

**The Diana Dollar Knowles Foundation**

**Koret Foundation**

**The E. Nakamichi Foundation**

**National Endowment for the Arts**

**Opera America**
San Francisco Grants for the Arts
Whitecross Foundation
Zellerbach Family Foundation

**IN-KIND GIFTS**

San Francisco Opera is deeply grateful for the in-kind donors who provide goods and services needed to keep the Company’s operations strong in a financially sustainable manner.

**Accordant**
Norby Anderson
Asero Insurance Services, Inc.
Campari Group RARE
Delta Air Lines
Ponzi Vineyards, Groupe Bollinger

**Michael Davis**

**Rodney Strong Vineyards**

**Fitness SF**

**Ann Grogan, Romantasy Exquisite Corsetry**

**Tamara E. Hill**

**M.A.C Cosmetics**

**Piedmont Piano Company**

**San Francisco Chronicle**

**Seyfarth Shaw LLP**

**Soiree Valet**

**Tree Fort & Gehricke Wines by August Sebastiani**

**Trefethen Family Vineyards**

**Anonymous (3)**

* deceased
San Francisco Opera Association becoming Bel Canto Legacy Society members as of March 26, 2023. Please consider joining this extraordinary group. To learn more, please contact legacygiving@sfopera.com.
San Francisco Opera extends its sincere condolences to the family and friends of the following Bel Canto Legacy Society members who have recently passed.

We are forever grateful for their visionary philanthropy.

IN MEMORY

San Francisco Opera extends its sincere condolences to the family and friends of the following Bel Canto Legacy Society members who have recently passed.

We are forever grateful for their visionary philanthropy.

Dr. Ross Armstrong  
Frances Y. Austin  
John & Eva Breyer  
Robert E. Easington  
Phyllis M. Faber  
Michael H. Fahey  
Joseph Ehrman III  
Ridg & Ingrid Evans  
Doris W. Grau  
Arnold A. Grossman Fund  
Richard B. Gump  
Jean Hett  
Ian O. Huebsch  
William N. Jackson  
Marion R. Kramer, M.D.  
Patricia Rees-Miller  
Reese-Pee-Miller  
Glenn H. Reid  
M.A. Raybear Trust  
Marie E. Rhein  
Jennifer Richardson  
Dr. Linda K. Riebel  
Keith W. & Marjorie Riley  
Richard & Jean Renge  
Kathryn E. Ringgold  
Dr. & Mrs. C. Stewart Ritchie  
Dr. Andrew Rombakis  
Deborah Romer & William Tucker  
Fern Romaine  
Arthur S. & Kekio Kyuna Roosa  
Margaret Ropchan  
Paul L. Rowe & R. Michael Sereno  
Dr. & Mrs. Walter Rubenstein  
Dr. John E. Ruden  
Karl Ruppenthal* & Jo Maxon  
Louise A. Russell  
Richard Russell  
Bob & Terri Ryan  
Dr. Jordan H. Sachs  
Michael & Gine Savio  
Dorothy R. Saxe  
Dany A. Schilling  
Bethsey Schneider  
Debra Schneeburg  
Hanne Schultz  
Thoa Lou Seese  
Harold E. Segelstad  
Dr. Charles D. Mann  
Mr. Peter Mansfield  
Grace Mccague  
Ann & Malcolm McHenry  
Vivienne E. Miller  
Milan Mosk  
Ms. Deborah Sharpe  
Peter & Helen Sheaff  
Mrs. Jean A. Sherlin  
Jim & Ma Shields  
Ruth A. Short  
John Shott  
Robert Shultz  
Naulls & Shultworth  
Paul J & Sheri Siegel  
Donna Silverberg  
Mr. Kirby Slate* & Mrs. Frances Slate  
Cynthia L. Slezak  
Illa & Timothy C. Smith  
Dr. Lorraine E. Smith  
Pamela D. Smith  
Stephen Smolar & Linda Dembo  
Kenneth & Jeanne Snow  
Steven Souza & Theresa Souza  
Mr. Robert S. Speer  
Gail Andersen Stark  
The Honorable & Mrs. * Wm. D. Stein  
Eric Stevens  
Howard & Ruth Strassner  
Morma Strassner  
Blossom F. Strong  
Teri Sturt  
Dr. Peter A. Sturrock  
Mr. Jerome D. & Mary K. Swalen  
Sarah Swalskalski & Paul Eisenman  
Tom Taffel & Bill Repp  
Amy Tan & Louis De Mattei  
Bob Tandler & Vanni Benichan  
Disanne & Tad Taube  
Rabin Donald Taylor  
Ms. Kimberly Thompson  
Ms. Carol J. Tomlinson  
Barbara L. Traisman  
Mr. Ricardo D. Trimmell  
Maxine Trost  
Michael E. Tully  
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Tunnell  
Mrs. Yuki Tuttle  
Mrs. Mildy W. Tyre  
Yvonne Upshier  
Martin Eric Vahur  
Gloria Valair  
Mark Valzarian  
Anonymous (10)  

decesed
San Francisco Opera Guild is a separate organization from San Francisco Opera and operates under a distinct board of directors. We extend our sincere appreciation to all our event and program supporters and acknowledge the following individuals, corporations, and foundations for their generous support of $1,000 or more between August 1, 2022 and April 30, 2023. For more information about supporting San Francisco Opera Guild, please contact Susan Malott at (415) 565-3291, smalott@sfopera.com, or visit our website at sfoperguild.com.

CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS

$100,000 & ABOVE
Diane B. Wilsey

$25,000 to $49,999
Mrs. Arlene Inch
Gordon Getty
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Poland
Lisa Zabello
Accenture
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin P. Johnson, Jr.
Denise Littlefield Sobel
TriplePoint Capital
Van Cleef & Arpeis
Neiman Marcus Group

$10,000 to $24,999
Mr. & Mrs. Dixon R. Doll
John A. & Cynthia Fry Gunn
Ms. Kathy Huber & Mr. Larry Binkley
Cynthia & Richard Livermore
Karen J. Kubin
Maryam & Oran Muduroglu
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi & Mr. Paul Pelosi
Merrill Randol
Afe Reyo
Ms. Maria Manetti Shrem
Roselyne C. Swig

$5,000 to $9,999
Jeff & Francesca Amann
AT&T Corporation
Ms. Samantha Duvall Bechetel & Mr. Darren H. Bechtel
Jennifer Bienzaim
Elizabeth & David Birka-White
Romana D’Angelo Bracco
Dr. Carolyn Chang
Janet L. Cluff
Kate Colendich
Mrs. Newton A. Cope
Olivia Hsu Decker
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Dempster
Dodge & Cox
First Republic Bank

Jennifer Fearon
Rachel F. Fishman
Mr. & Mrs. James Froeb
Ms. Krista Giovana
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Goldman
Gretchen & Lee Hansen
Leslie & George Hume
Mr. & Mrs. Don Kagan
Cynthia L. Schreuder Kaley & Ovadia Kaley
Daru Hinch Kawalkowski
Mr. Randall E. Laroche & Mr. David Laudon
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Lindstrom
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Malares
Irena Matijas
Emily Milman
Sonya Moladetskiaya
Ms. Deborah Mosser & Mr. Donny MacLean II
Bathy & Gus Murad
Bromwyn Newport-Bradley
Ms. Susan O’Brien
Nazar & Charles Orr
Dr. & Mrs. Mattia Pascolini
Mr. Ramchandra Rajeshinde
Scott & Elisabeth Roberts
Sylvia & P. Rupert Russell
Phoebe & Chris Schreiber
Ms. Komal Shah & Mr. Gaurav Garg
Marcia & Michael Skall
Mr. Frederic H. Smith
Dr. Elisa Stephens
Natalia Urakula-Hernandez & Israel Hernandez
Nicola & Claudia Volpi
Christopher Wiseman & Eric W. Steigh
Ms. Toni Wolfson & Mr. Robert Federighi
Chip Zecher

$1,000 to $2,499
Navid P. Armstrong
Dina Bandman
Benevity

Barbara Bessey
Mr. Mark Calvano
Lynn Chang
Anne Cochran
Richard & Mary Ann Cuneo
Caety Clusick & Eric Trief
Amr & Reasha Desouki
Jennifer Emerson
Suzanne Felson
Gary Garabedian
Malin Giddings
Joel Goodrich
Karla Haynes
Sousan Hosseinyoun
Nafiseh Lindberg
Magowan Foundation
Susan & Philip Marineau
Rita & James Milner
Parvaneth Nobari
Julie Park
Anne & Robert Pedrero
Susana Sam-Vargas
Edward Sarkiss
Anne Calonico Schielding
SFOG Marin Chapter
SFOG Sonoma Chapter
Jackie Shimefield
Ms. Patricia P. Stephens
Maureen Sullivan
Douglas Waggener
Ms. Victoria Weatherford & Mr. Jordan Gardner
Beatrice & Robert Wood
Lisa Zanze
The Opera Guild acknowledges with thanks those groups and individuals who have contributed $2,500 or more in support of San Francisco Opera Guild’s Education Fund by April 30, 2023. For information on supporting the Guild’s Education Fund, please call (415) 565-3291.

We express deep appreciation to the following groups and individuals who have made gifts of $500 or more by April 30, 2023 in memory of Charlot D. Malin, Past President and a leader of San Francisco Opera Guild. For information on how to contribute to this fund, please contact Susan Malott at (415) 565-3291, smalott@sfopera.com, or visit sfopera.com/charlotmalinfund.

More than 75,000 Bay Area families, students, and teachers experience the excitement of opera with a variety of educational and community engagement programs presented through the combined efforts of San Francisco Opera, San Francisco Opera Guild, and the Merola Opera Program.
Merola Opera Program is dedicated to the development of the finest young operatic talent into professional artists of the highest caliber. Merola operates in close collaboration with San Francisco Opera but is an independent nonprofit organization, responsible for its own fundraising. Graduates of the Merola Opera Program include Leona Mitchell, Alyyn Pérez, Patricia Racette, Nadine Sierra, Karen Slack, Elza van den Heever, Carol Vaness, Deborah Voigt, Zheng Cao, Joyce DiDonato, Susan Graham, Dolora Zajick, Brian Jagde, Stuart Skelton, Noah Stewart, Rolando Villazón, Thomas Hampson, Quinn Kelsey, Lucas Meachem, Patrick Summers, and numerous other opera luminaries. Merola is the future of opera. Please visit us at merola.org.

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

**DIRECTORS**

Robert H. Beadle
Adam Arthur Bier
Jennifer Brahm
Camille Chan
Michael Colbruno
Dr. James Cross
The Hon. Marie Bertillion Collins
George Crow
Michael Darmady
Aaron Fan
Beatrice Gomory
Mary Henderson
Sylvia R. Lindsey
Lindsay MacDermid

**EMERITUS DIRECTORS**

Mary Sue Bizzaroo
Donna L. Blacker
Peggy Dennis
David Hugle
Dr. Joan B. Kelly
Blanche German Streeter
Anita Weissbeg

**DIRECTORS**

Dr. Myron Marx
Donald L. McGee
Robert B. Mison
Carlos Peniks
Dr. Pamela Zelli Rigg
Dr. David D. Stein
Susan York
Dennis Zhang

**FOUNDATIONS**

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority—San Francisco Alumnae Chapter

**INDIVIDUALS**

$1,000–$2,499

Steven Abbott
Mr. Clyde Allen
Adam Arthur Bier & Rachel Bier Lem
Ms. Lucia Bogatay
Mrs. Romana Bracco
Mr. Martin S. Checov & Mr. Timothy J. Bause
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Chemlin
Mr. Hugh J. Coughlin
Valerie Crane Dorfman
Dr. James Cross & Mr. Charles Antonen
Michael Darmady & Jodi Klein
Dr. Philip & Mrs. Elayne Dauber
Mr. James F. Dean
Pegey & Reid Dennis
Mr. Peter Fellerman
Barbara B. Friede
Ms. Theresa Hollanin
Joseph H. Harris, Jr.
in memory of Joseph H. Harris & Margaret A. Harris
Patrick Hitchcock
Wilma Horwitz
Ms. Andrea G. Julian
Mr. Sven Kjenngaard
Joan Shellbourne Kwansa
Kalthe & Ben Lange
Mr. Roy Levin & Ms. Jan Thomson
 Operas Standees Association
Deborah Marion, Tax CPA, EA
Ms. Sylvia R. Lindsey
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel J. Mardesich
Margaret Rose & Mr. John Thomson
San Francisco Opera Guild East Bay Chapter

**FOUNDBATIONS**

Five Arts Foundation
Post of Oakland
Sydney Gordon Foundation

**INDIVIDUALS**

$2,500–$4,999

Ms. Langley Brandt
Karen Broida
Ms. Alice Fink
Arianna Dar
Ms. Jeanne Donwurd
Robert & Mark Emerson
Beatrice & Paul Gorgy
Michael A. Harrison & Susan Graham Harrison
Mr. Fred Harratwick
Dr. John L. Herbert
Robert Jacoby & Ms. Jennifer Baik
Mr. Michael H. Kalesin & Ms. Susan English
Mrs. Joan B. & James Kelly
Ms. Nelda Kilguss
Karen J. Kubin
Mrs. Renee O. Leap
Mrs. Nancy Donnell Lilly
Ms. Sylvia R. Lindsey
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel J. Mardesich
Myron Marx & Cora Yang
Ms. Donald L. McGee
Ellen & Paul McKaskle
James R. Meehan
David Miller
Cathy & Howard Moreland
Anne L. Morton
Mrs. Pamela Murdock
Mr. Garen H. Reid
Mrs. Barbara J. Ross
Mr. Paul Sack
Miss Dorothy Schimke
Mr. Steven Shadyver
Dr. & Mrs. W. Conrad Sweeting
Ruth Uchimura
Steven D. Goldman & Anita Weissbeg
Ms. Faye Wilson
Mr. Dennis Zhang

$5,000–$9,999

Dr. James Cross & Mrs. Elayne Dauber
Valerie Crane Dorfman
Mr. Hugh J. Coughlin
Dr. & Mrs. John Lavorgna
Bernice Lindstrom
Eve & Niall Lynch
Joseph H. Harris Jr.
In memory of Cameron Waterman III
Margareta & Staffan Encrantz

**FOUDBATIONS**

The Henry W. & Nettie Robinson Foundation
Sack-Family Fund
TogetherSF

**INDIVIDUALS**

$10,000–$14,999

Norby Anderson
Darla & Richard Bastoni
Barbara Bruser & Richard Clark
Janet Cluff
The Hon. Marie Bertillion Collins & Mr. Leonard Collins
George & Susan Crow
Peter & Jayne Davis
Stephen Duscha & Wanda Lee Graves

**FOUNDBATIONS**

Mr. Leonard Collins
Frances K. & Charles D. Field Foundation

**INDIVIDUALS**

$25,000–$49,999

Les & Donna Tomkinson
Lesley Vedder in memory of James Forrest Vedder

**FOUDBATIONS**

Yvonne & Edgar Baker Fund
The Bernard Osher Foundation

**INDIVIDUALS**

$50,000–$99,999

Ms. Amy Roth & Mr. Robert Epstein

**FOUDBATIONS**

Elaine Bouye Foundation
Granyard Fund
Frances K. & Charles D. Field Foundation

**GOVERNMENT**

Grants for the Arts

**INDIVIDUALS**

$25,000–$49,999

Les & Donna Tomkinson

**FOUDBATIONS**

Yvonne & Edgar Baker Fund
The Bernard Osher Foundation

**GOVERNMENT**

Grants for the Arts

**INDIVIDUALS**

John L. Garfinke
Keith & Priscilla Gerlach
James J. Hettinger

**FOUDBATIONS**

Dubnoff Fund
Granyard Fund
Frances K. & Charles D. Field Foundation

**GOVERNMENT**

National Endowment for the Arts

We extend our sincere appreciation to all donors and acknowledge the following individuals, foundations, and corporations for their generous gifts totaling $1,000 or more made between October 1, 2022 and April 12, 2023, in support of the Merola Opera Program. For more information about supporting the Merola Opera Program, please contact (415) 936-2324, email info@merola.org, or visit our website at merola.org.
IN-KIND DONORS

Amazon • Credit Suisse • LinkedIn • Union Bank Of California

CORPORATE MATCHING GIFT DONORS

The Merola Legacy Society honors those who have included Merola Opera Program in their wills, trust, or other estate plans. For more information on how you can support Merola Opera Program through your estate planning, please call (415) 936-2312.

MEROLA LEGACY SOCIETY

IN HONOR OF
Joanne Bourland
Margaret & Reid Dennis
David Hugle & Haggaï Niv

Sylvia Lindsey
Robert Mison
Nancy Petrisko
David Stein & Phyllis Kempner

IN MEMORY OF
Maria Callas Jesus
Dr. David Larson
Joan Morris

Duane E. Phillips
Henry W. Robinson & Nettie Robison
Kenneth Ruta

Cameron Waterman III
Zheng Cao

TRIBUTES

The Merola Opera Program acknowledges with thanks those groups and individuals who have established or support the following endowment funds, which provide lasting tributes and generate continual support for developing the artists of the future.

Kurt Herbert Adler—Merola Endowment Fund
Amici di Merola Fund
The Anthony J. Balestrieri Endowment Fund
Richard J. Bartlett Memorial Fund
Jean E. Bennett, Jr. Fund
Blair Scholarship Fund
John S. Brooks Memorial Fund
Florence Bruce Fund
Bruser Family Fund
Carlton F. Bryan Fund
Betty Cable Fund
Annette Campbell-White, in honor of Zheng Cao
Zheng Cao Opera Foundation
Cooper Endowment Fund
Darwin Memorial Fund
Reid and Peggy Dennis Endowment Fund
Grace A. Diem and Alice E. Siemons Endowment Fund
Oreste J. Di Muro Endowment Fund
In Memory of Jean Donnell Fund
The Philip L. Eaton Endowment Fund
Querinta Eybel Endowment Fund
Mr. and Mrs. A. Barlow Ferguson Endowment Fund
I. Patrick Gallagher Fund
Nicholas and Mary Ann Gunnem Endowment Fund

L. Henry Garland Memorial Fund
John L. Garfinkle
Al Garren Fund
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Study Grant Support Fund
Donna Lee Grassman Memorial Fund
Gary Griffith Memorial Endowment Fund
Gropper Memorial Fund
Anneliese Gruenberg-Bremer Fund
Otto Guth Fund
Mark Haffner Apprentice Coach Fund
In Memory of James T. Heavey Fund
Elaine Henderson Endowment Fund
David S. Hugle and Haggaï Niv Endowment Fund
The Jacobs Family Trust
Franklin and Catherine Johnson
In Memory of Peter G. Kavanias Endowment Fund
Dr. Phyllis A. Kempner and David D. Stein Endowment Fund
Leonora Gordon Lowin Memorial Fund
Lofti Mansouri Apprentice Director Fund
Sandra McCabe Fund
Melzter Family Memorial Fund
Merola Members Endowment Fund
The Vivienne E. Miller Scholarship Fund
Albert L. Mosher and John E. McCormick AIDS Memorial Fund

Merola Opera Program also extends its most sincere appreciation to all those contributors who helped meet our annual income needs through gifts of $1 to $999.

Debra R. Schoenberg
Ms. Marilyn G. Seiberling
Joan A. Sherlin
Natalie O. Shuttlesworth
David L. & Barbara G. Sloss
Ms. Sue Sommer
Nancy Stoper
Dr. David D. Stein & Dr. Phyllis A. Kempner
Ms. Blanche German Streeter
Dr. Sam Thal
Miss Carol Tomlinson
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Turnell
Mr. & Mrs. Herman Victor
Mr. Albert J. Vinhko
Doug & Dawn Von Qualen
Ms. Gladys Wagman
Bruce & Fran Walker
Mrs. Barbara Warwic
Mr. Kimberly M. Webb & Mr. Richard R. Rossi
Mr. Patrick Wilken
Ms. Ann L. Williamson
Susan York
Ms. Heather Young
Mrs. John A. Zideric
Mr. & Mrs. A. Lee Zeigler
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Zilles

* Deceased
There’s a rather imposing word often used in relation to Wagner’s operas: *Gesamtkunstwerk*. It translates as “total work of art” and represents the complete integration of all art forms in one experience. While a philosophical German concept, it serves as a broader encapsulation of the synergy between the arts, manifested so perfectly in opera.

This summer’s operas pay homage to the integration of music and art, and the tradition of famous artists finding an outlet on the opera stage, which, in our case, is a 50-foot-wide canvas surrounded by the most ornate, gilded picture frame. It is not surprising that artists feel the urge to ‘paint’ on so vast a canvas. Artists like Marc Chagall, Salvador Dalí, Maurice Sendak, Jun Kaneko, Anish Kapoor, and Monty Python animator Terry Gilliam have all felt the allure of the proscenium.

This summer, *Die Frau ohne Schatten* honors maybe the greatest artistic visionary of the opera stage: David Hockney. His expressions of art and music represent extraordinary journeys of light, color, shape, and form, as we’ve seen in his *Turandot*, *Magic Flute*, *Tristan und Isolde*, and *The Rake’s Progress*. These are intricately undertaken projects, often conceived with an elaborate set model on which Hockney would stage scenes with miniature characters. Hockney once noted “I stay up nights and fiddle with my opera designs. It’s a bit obsessive. That’s why I can’t do it all the time.” Jun Kaneko, whose productions of *Magic Flute* and *Madame Butterfly* we’ve had on our stage, went similarly deep, listening to an opera 300 times before even drawing a line.

David Hockney was joined for *Die Frau ohne Schatten* by costume designer Ian Falconer, who also designed costumes for our *Turandot*. Ian became even more famous as an illustrator, conceiving the Olivia children’s books. He should have been with us this summer but tragically passed away in March aged just 63.

Another costume designer who should have been with us this summer is Kenzō Takada, the Japanese fashion designer and founder of the Parisian fashion house KENZO. He created the costumes for our new co-production of *Madame Butterfly*. The fusion of fashion and opera has created some extraordinary visuals over the years: think Christian Lacroix’s *Capuleti e i Montecchi* from 2012 or Bob Mackie’s 1989 *Lulu*. For *Butterfly*, Kenzō reimagined traditional Japanese design, with kimonos that honor the past but push into the future. Kenzō very sadly passed away from Covid in October 2020.

Our third work of the summer integrates the world of visual design into the very story of the opera. *El último sueño de Frida y Diego* is a metaphysical dreamscape in which Diego Rivera reconnects with Frida Kahlo after her death through the medium of painting. Here, music illuminates art in a twist on the other examples of art illuminating music.

The history of opera design is a chronicle of theatrical genius, with theatrical designers creating fantastical worlds out of a simple black box. But there is a particular magic that can happen when an artist comes into our space from outside the theater and explores their aesthetic at our epic scale. This summer we honor all those who design for the stage, particularly Kenzō Takada and Ian Falconer who cannot be with us, and we celebrate the visionary minds who conceive these expressions of total art, inviting us into something larger than life.

**CONNECT WITH MATTHEW VIA TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, AND EMAIL.**

@MATTHEWSHILVOCK  MATTHEW_SHILVOCK  MATTHEW@SFOPERA.COM
Discover luxury senior living at Coterie Cathedral Hill. With a tailored approach to care founded on strategies developed by Mayo Clinic, Coterie supports your complete wellness.

As a resident, you’ll also enjoy on-site, members-only access to Sollis Health, which offers an array of physician-led medical services from emergency care to advanced imaging – day or night.

*Schedule a private tour today.*
*Now leasing. Floor plans starting at $6,600 per month.*
Astonishing orange